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AN IOWA

SUCCESS STORY

The Iowa Innovation Corporation and its partner, the Iowa Innovation Council, have been working
for several years to bridge the resource gap that plagues the state’s emerging technology
companies. We know that, to stay competitive, Iowa must help companies apply for federal
dollars to support research and development of innovative ideas.
Recently, we proudly awarded money to NanoMedTrix through our Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) program. NanoMedTrix, established in August 2012 at the University of
Iowa Research Park, is seeking to commercialize its nanoparticle contrast agents for use in
bio-imaging. The Iowa Innovation Corporation funding will assist them as they complete the
application for the federal grant.
The end result? The Iowa Innovation Corporation and the Iowa Innovation Council help companies
create jobs, expand and remain in Iowa, effectively Growing Iowa’s Own.

Open to find out how your company
can become an Iowa success story...
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USING PLANT SCIENCE TO BENEFIT PEOPLE, ANIMALS AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
Kemin scientists develop sustainable, specialty plants that produce natural molecules used in products consumed
by people and animals. Sunlight, soil and water fuel photosynthesis, building our botanical manufacturing facilities—
plants. Those plants clean the air of carbon dioxide, emit oxygen and produce waste matter that returns nutrients to
the soil. Our partnership with nature is truly good for everyone.

kemin.com/innovation

Kemin.com

2100 Maury Street

Des Moines
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INNOVATION

THRIVES IN IOWA
T

he state’s business-friendly environment has spawned a diverse economy
that bucks negative national and international trends. Iowa has also
transformed itself into a hub for a range of global growth industries. With
innovation at the core of its growth strategy, Iowa has the necessary tools
and incentives to help companies of all sizes and all industries, including ag/
bioscience, advanced manufacturing and information technology, to succeed.
“We want to establish Iowa as a leader in innovation,” said Iowa Gov. Terry
Branstad. “Our focus is to create high-quality jobs and income growth for
Iowa families.”
Iowa ranks second in the Midwest for both entrepreneurial activity and patent
activity per capita, according to the Iowa Economic Development Authority.
These achievements are the products of Iowans’ emphasis on education, hard
work and common sense.

“WE WANT TO
ESTABLISH IOWA
AS A LEADER IN
INNOVATION...
OUR FOCUS IS
TO CREATE HIGHQUALITY JOBS
AND INCOME
GROWTH FOR
IOWA FAMILIES.”
Terry Branstad
Iowa State Governor

With 14 accredited engineering schools, Iowa colleges and universities
annually deliver thousands of graduates to the workforce in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) ﬁelds. In addition, Iowa’s
leading research universities—Iowa State University and the University
of Iowa—boast hundreds of researchers studying all facets of bioscience,
manufacturing and more, with the expressed purpose of transferring new
discoveries to Iowa’s economy.
“Iowa’s economic competitiveness is increasingly dependent on people with
strong STEM skills,” Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds said. “We can’t be complacent,
and the Iowa Governor’s STEM Advisory Council is preparing students for
new, exciting careers right here in Iowa.”
Some of these careers are provided by established multinational
corporations with extensive Iowa operations, while others are generated by
local startup ﬁrms. To keep the momentum going, Iowans are ﬁnding new
ways to bridge the “valley of death” that lies between good ideas and venture
capital, said Jack Harris, president and CEO of the Iowa Innovation Corp.
“We want to develop an ecosystem for innovation in Iowa,” he said. “What’s
most exciting about this is the chance to create economic opportunities that
will allow the next generation to live, work and thrive in Iowa.”
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what does it take to lead
the innovation economy?
5th
most liveable state
based on 43 factors
ranging from median
household income to
crime rate
(cQ press, 2011)

2nd
lowest costs of
doing business

look at
iowa.

(cNBc, 2012)

179%
iowa manufacturing
exPorts growth
from 2001 to 2011
(trade Information Service, 2011)

iowa accounts for

over

25%
of the total us
ethanol Production
(Iowa renewable funds Association)

1,500
engineering
graduates

92,300 fArmS
$29.8 billion

iowa colleges and
universities Produce nearly

fArm cASh receIptS

(educationNews.com)

Per year

Per caPita, iowa is one of the wealthiest ag states
(Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship, 2011)
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INNOVATION
IS PART OF OUR

DNA.
Robert G. Riley, Jr., Chairman

Most people see fats and oils as a by-product of
agricultural and industrial production. But we see it
as the future of animal and human nutrition, energy
independence and bio-product development. We are
Feed Energy, an Iowa-based company committed to
blending, enhancing and producing fatty acids in a
continual effort to improve our quality of life and the
world around us. Let the innovation begin.

3121 Dean Avenue | Des Moines, IA 50317 | 800.451.9413 | www.feedenergy.com
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Sponsored by Monsanto
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improving

improving

lives

We provide quality seeds, biotech traits and crop protection products that
contribute to improving lives and agriculture on nearly 8 million acres of corn
and nearly 3 million acres of soybeans for more than 20,000 Iowa farmers.
In the hands of farmers, our innovations can help meet the increasing demands
for food, clothing and energy posed by the world’s growing population.
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research and development
pipeline

system integration
farmer
needs

discovery

product concept
generation

phase one

proof
of concept

phase two

phase three

phase four

early
development

advanced
development

pre-launch

launch with
customers

Our pipeline of innovative agricultural products spans numerous crops and agronomic solutions
in various phases. Regardless of the type of product, each seeks to address a specific need such
as increasing yield or decreasing the impact of pests and stress. Some are brand new concepts
in discovery that may not be commercially available to farmers for more than a decade. Others
are in pre-launch, and could become a reality for farmers in a few years. As each product moves
through our pipeline, it becomes a part of a system of solutions that aims to make agriculture
more productive, more profitable for farmers, and more efficient and sustainable for our planet.

Commercialization of pipeline projects are dependent on many factors,
including the successful conclusion of the regulatory process.

Biotechnology
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B IOT ECHNO LOGY

Iowa Leads the
Ag/Bioscience Era

14

At the intersection of biotechnology and
agriculture, sustainable solutions from food to
fuel are redefining the innovation economy. With
nearly 525 bioscience entities, Iowa has become
the epicenter of this global revolution.

growth has far outpaced the nation in three out
of five bioscience subsectors: pharmaceuticals; ag
feedstocks and chemicals; and research, testing
and medical laboratories, according to the Iowa
Economic Development Authority (IEDA).

Don’t just take our word for it. “No other location
in the country has such a complete suite of
capabilities for bioscience development – a suite
of capabilities spanning basic plant improvements
through to the production of full-scale biomass
products,” say industry experts from Battelle
Memorial Institute, a leading global research and
development organization.

In addition, bioscience research and development
expenditures are 12 percent higher in Iowa than
the national average, according to the National
Science Foundation. Groundbreaking research at
Iowa State University, the University of Iowa and
other leading institutions encompasses the full
gamut of plant, animal and human biosciences,
fueling widespread innovation for Iowa companies.

Iowa is the natural place to nurture world-class
agricultural and bioscience innovations. Close
proximity to raw materials and markets, with
support from a strong network of ag and bioscience
companies, creates an ecosystem that promotes
growth. Since 2001, Iowa’s ag and bioscience

The state of Iowa has made a significant
contribution in growing the ag/bioscience sector,
investing $85 million in direct financial assistance
to more than 200 bioscience projects in the last
nine years—and funding more than $260 million in
job training since 2006, notes the IEDA.
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BuILdInG A
BEttEr BEAn
dupont pIonEEr GEnEtIcs provIdE hEArt-hEALthy oILs

T

he next generation of specialty soybeans promises to
meet not only the market’s demand for healthful cooking
oil, but also the farmer’s need for new crop genetics that
maximize yield potential. It’s nothing short of a reinvention of
soybean oil, and an Iowa company is leading the way.

are on par with our leading commercial soybeans available
today,” said Russ Sanders, director of the Plenish venture
for DuPont Pioneer, the world’s leading developer and
supplier of advanced plant genetics. “Plus, a full battery of
defensive traits is available in these beans.”

DuPont Pioneer’s high-oleic soybean varieties provide a
breakthrough in terms of oil value and strong yields. The
beans have been developed to produce Plenish®, a soy
oil with a high level of oleic acid that combines a trans fat
alternative with superior performance characteristics.

For the 2013 crop, Pioneer is partnering with ArcherDaniels-Midland Co., Cargill Inc., Bunge Ltd. and Perdue
AgriBusiness to grow Plenish-producing soybeans in
Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Maryland. As the trait is
integrated into more varieties, expanded growing areas
will be available in states west of the Mississippi River,
such as Iowa.

“Extensive field testing shows that these high-oleic beans

photo suBmIttEd By dupont pIonEEr
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DROUGHT

SUPERHEROES
NEW SEED TECHNOLOGIES
OFFER PROVEN PERFORMANCE
The drought of 2012 put drought-resistant
crop genetics to the test, and these
new hybrids have proved they can help
growers minimize risk while maximizing
productivity.
Among these options are Optimum®
AQUAmax™ products, which DuPont Pioneer
began bringing to the Iowa market in 2011
and 2012. AQUAmax products rely on native
traits rather than biotech traits to influence
the mechanisms associated with improved
drought tolerance, including stomatal control
to conserve excess water use, maintenance
of photosynthesis under water-limited
conditions and preservation of leaf area
under heat and drought stress, said Catherine
Bloom, a Pioneer marketing manager.
In more than 11,250 on-farm trials in
2012, including many in Iowa, Optimum
AQUAmax products yielded 8.9 percent
higher in water-limited environments
compared with competitors, and 1.9 percent
higher in favorable growing environments.

IncrEAsEd InvEstmEnt In hIGh oLEIc
In food products, Plenish high-oleic soybean oil provides
the stability and performance of partially hydrogenated oil
but without the trans fat. Plenish high-oleic soy oil is more
than three times higher in heart-healthy monounsaturated
fats than commodity soybean oil. The high levels of oleic
acid also significantly enhance frying performance, because
the oil displays higher stability under heat and pressure.
“Approximately 70 percent of the vegetable oil that’s
consumed in food comes from soybean oil, so the food
industry is the largest and most immediate market for this
high-oleic soybean oil,” said Sanders, adding that Pioneer
has received outstanding feedback from food companies
that have tested Plenish oil.
High-oleic soybean oil also provides a renewable and
environmentally friendly option to petroleum-based products
in a number of industrial applications, including lubricants for
electrical transformers, grease for railroad tracks and foam
products. “The industrial applications are a ‘lucky strike extra’
that offers more opportunities,” Sanders said.
Recently, the United Soybean Board has unveiled a
multiyear growth initiative to increase the presence of higholeic soybeans in the overall market. This is an important
effort in reclaiming some of the lost oil market share, and
companies such as Pioneer play a key role in leading this
industry initiative.
Above all, Pioneer’s new high-oleic soybeans are designed
with the big picture in mind, Sanders said. “We didn’t want to
develop a soybean that has to be treated like an expensive,
little niche product that requires separate handling and
storage facilities,” he said. “We hope to achieve high-volume
production with these high-oleic soybeans.” n

During the past two growing seasons,
Optimum AQUAmax hybrids showed an 8.7
percent yield advantage in water-limited
environments and a 2.6 percent yield
advantage in favorable growing conditions,
based on more than 19,000 on-farm
comparisons.
“We were very pleased with how AQUAmax
performed in Iowa,” said Bloom, who
added Pioneer continually researches new
innovations to provide high-quality seeds to
farmers in more than 90 countries.
suB
to
pho
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H

ow do you reward one of the most remarkable resources
available to advance human health? With Starburst candy.

“Pigs and humans share many anatomical, biochemical and
physiological properties,” said Dr. John Swart, president and CEO
of Sioux Center-based Exemplar Genetics LLC, which supplies
large-animal models to university researchers and pharmaceutical
companies across the United States. “Pigs are excellent models
for human medical research focusing on cardiovascular disease,
hypertension, obesity and more. Plus, pigs like being rewarded
with a friendly scratch on the head and a Starburst.”
Exemplar Genetics uses a patented process with pigs to bridge the
considerable gap between laboratory mice and human medical
testing. The company’s expertise and large-animal models are
sought after by leading medical researchers and pharmaceutical
companies across the country.
“We capitalize on Iowa’s core competencies of value-added
agriculture and technology to enable discovery,” said Swart, who
founded Exemplar in 2008 with a fellow researcher.

Biotechnology

| innovationIOWA
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photo suBmIttEd By ExEmpLAr GEnEtIcs, LLc

of mIcE And mEn
In years past, scientists were largely forced to rely on
laboratory mice to conduct their medical research.
Unfortunately, mice offer limited research value – and
always will – because the genetic differences between mice
and humans are substantial, Swart said.
“Scientists have been able to cure cancer in mice since the
1990s, but mice physiology doesn’t translate to human
health,” he said. “A cloned pig, however, can display all the
physical symptoms of a disease just like a person would.”
This allows researchers to better understand disease
mechanisms, accelerate the pace of medical research and
find effective treatments faster. Exemplar’s pigs provide
excellent models for a number of diseases, including cystic
fibrosis (CF). Humans with CF, for example, have difficulties
digesting food. They can also have liver and gallbladder
lesions and may develop respiratory complications. Because
cloned pigs with CF exhibit these same symptoms, scientists
can study these medical models to better understand the
disease and develop potential treatments, Swart said.
More than 20 years have passed since scientists first
discovered the gene that causes CF, but questions still remain
about how the mutated gene causes the disease. Exemplar’s

18
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close ties to the University of Iowa benefit researchers at the
school’s College of Medicine who are studying CF.
Using a pig model that genetically replicates the most
common form of CF, University of Iowa researchers have
shown that a cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR) protein is “misprocessed” in the pigs and
does not end up in the correct cellular location. This glitch
leads to disease symptoms, including gastrointestinal
abnormalities and lung disease in the pigs, that mimic CF
in humans.
“Instead of just trying to treat the symptoms of CF, current
research is moving toward therapies that target mutations
in the CFTR gene,” said Dr. David Stoltz, an assistant
professor of internal medicine at the university.
For example, drugs known as “correctors” are being tested.
These drugs help CFTR move from inside the cell to its
correct location on the cell surface, Stoltz said.
“The pig model could help us develop and test more corrector
drugs, and it will also help us better understand why the
protein is misprocessed in the first place,” he said. “Then we
may be able to develop new therapies that can target the
problem and allow more of the CFTR to make it to the cell
surface, which may alleviate the disease symptoms.”

InnovAtIon LEAds to dIscovEry
Pig models can also play a key role in medical research
for muscular dystrophy, Swart noted. “Muscular
dystrophy affects 30,000 people in the United States, and
there aren’t enough people available to test the efficacy
of drugs for this disease,” he said. “That’s why medical
models are important.”
In an era when it can cost $1 billion or more to develop a
new drug, medical models offer an effective, affordable
way for companies to test multiple drugs. “Pig models
can allow scientists to test a drug’s efficacy for a tenth of
the price compared to other methods,” said Swart, who
added that Exemplar works closely with the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration.

GoInG fAr BEyond thE BArnyArd
Though Exemplar’s medical-model pigs look similar to
other pigs, they are raised in much different environments
and have much different characteristics.
While a typical pig would weigh 250 to 260 pounds by
6 months of age, Exemplar’s “mini pigs” weigh 40 to 50
pounds at that point. They reach a maximum weight of 180
pounds, similar to many humans.
Exemplar’s pigs are raised at state-of-the-art farms, Swart
said. The company operates a farm at Sioux Center and
one near Iowa City, along with a gene targeting laboratory
in Coralville. Tight biosecurity measures are enforced at
the barns, and staff members clean the climate-controlled
facilities several times each week.
“The barns are very spacious and provide high-health
environments,” said Swart, and to that end, the air going
into the barns is filtered by a high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) systems.
Exemplar Genetics also maintains rigorous standards

that meet or exceed all requirements for livestock care,
Swart said, and the company has developed specialized
equipment to work humanely with the animals. “Pig
production in Iowa isn’t just about raising food anymore,”
he said. “It’s about raising animals that may help cure
muscular dystrophy and other diseases someday.”

InvEstInG In InnovAtIon
With more than 20 full-time and 10 part-time employees,
Exemplar is growing rapidly. Each year, these specialists
participate in service projects to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association and other charitable organizations.
“We are fortunate to have a talented, dedicated team
who want to make a positive impact in people’s lives,”
Swart said. “This commitment is vital, because the early
mornings, late nights and long hours required to reach our
goals are not for the faint of heart.”
Exemplar has also benefited from seed money from Trans
Ova Genetics, an internationally recognized company
based in Sioux Center that specializes in reproductive
technologies such as embryo transfer, in vitro fertilization
and more for cattle breeders. Swart is also grateful to
Iowans, including bankers, attorneys and business leaders,
who have been willing to reinvest in Exemplar, which is an
example of partnering for growth in Iowa.
“The future is bright for Exemplar but not certain, and
that’s what keeps me motivated,” Swart said. “If we’re
successful, the impact will be significant.”
Swart is proud that Exemplar’s pigs are helping facilitate
the discovery of life-changing therapies that can reduce
human suffering worldwide. “There have been a number
of exciting developments since Exemplar was founded,
and we’ve learned more in the past five years than in the
previous 20 years,” he said. “Our goal is to dramatically
change the way we understand and treat human diseases,
and we believe that’s a noble cause.” n

“PIG MODELS CAN ALLOW SCIENTISTS
TO TEST A DRUG’S EFFICACY FOR A
TENTH OF THE PRICE COMPARED TO
OTHER METHODS.”
Dr. John Swart

president and CEO, Exemplar Genetics LLC

BIOTECHNOLOGY
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W

hen it comes to manufacturing partners, you can’t
do better than nature itself. Scientifically advanced
rosemary is one of the novel ways Kemin Industries Inc. is
growing solutions for its customers worldwide.
“When you say rosemary, most people think of an herb
in a terra-cotta pot on a windowsill,” said John Greaves,
vice president of specialty crops at Kemin, a Des Moinesbased company that’s committed to enhancing nutrition
and health for humans and animals. “From our viewpoint,
rosemary offers tremendous potential in many industries.
The scientific literature suggests uses from extending
food’s shelf life to fighting tumors and cancer in the
human body.”
Kemin, which manufactures more than 500 specialty
ingredients for the feed and food industries and the health,
nutrition and beauty markets, has developed numerous
proprietary lines of rosemary. These generate the raw
material for a wide range of natural rosemary extract-based
ingredients. “Our standardized rosemary extract contains
highly specific molecules that prevent oxidation, or rancidity,”
Greaves said. “The formulated extract is used in facial creams,
lip balms and other items, for example, to maintain the
products’ fragrance and efficacy.”

hArnEssInG thE powEr of rosEmAry
Kemin’s interest in rosemary dates back to the late 1990s,
when the company’s researchers were seeking a source of
natural, functional molecules to maintain the freshness of
various food products. They were seeking options that could
substitute for tocopherols—vitamin E and mixed tocopherol
compounds that can help extend food’s shelf life.
Even though tocopherols are a natural byproduct of
soybean processing, there’s a limited supply worldwide.
After turning to the scientific literature for answers, Kemin
researchers discovered that rosemary offers properties
similar to tocopherols and can be included in customer
products as a spice or flavoring.
To harness the power of rosemary and confirm findings
in the scientific literature, Kemin researchers needed to
acquire a substantial number of plants. One approach was
to harvest them from the wild in Mediterranean countries
such as Spain and Morocco. That approach dramatically
alters the natural ecosystem, however, and provides
products of varying quality.
“We began breeding rosemary plants to increase the levels
of specific phytochemicals, increase biomass accumulation
and provide good winter hardiness,” Greaves said. As a

result of this work, Kemin now has the largest rosemary
germplasm collection in the world.
Kemin does not genetically modify any plants, including
rosemary. Using a painstaking process of conventional
plant breeding, screening, testing, growing and extracting,
Kemin has developed proprietary lines of plants that
produce natural molecules. The company has also invested
more than 15 years and millions of dollars into developing a
sustainable, agronomic approach to growing rosemary.
Kemin contracts with family farmers in Texas and New
Mexico to grow more than 1,000 acres of genetically
identical rosemary plants, with more than 10,000 plants
per acre and 4 million new plants established annually. In
addition, the company has 2 acres of greenhouse space
devoted to specialty crop research, development and
vegetative propagation.

“THE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
SUGGESTS USES FROM
EXTENDING FOOD’S SHELF LIFE
TO FIGHTING TUMORS AND
CANCER IN THE HUMAN BODY.”
John Greaves
vice president of specialty crops, Kemin Industries

It takes two years to establish each plant in a field to the
point where it can begin to be harvested. “The rosemary
plants become miniature ‘factories’ that harvest sunlight,
sequester carbon dioxide and transform it into useful
products,” said Greaves, who noted that each rosemary
plant is a perennial with a lifespan of seven to 10 years.
“They are able to do this in a wonderfully renewable way.”
Two cuttings (harvests) occur per year in June and August.
After the top six to seven inches of growth is cut from each
rosemary plant, the leaf material is dried and shipped to
Des Moines, where it’s processed in Kemin’s patented
extraction system.
Maintaining fields of genetically identical plants ensures
consistent, reliable, sustainable supplies of ingredients
to Kemin customers, Greaves said. These ingredients are
used by customers ranging from pet food manufacturers
to food companies that use the rosemary extract in
products like bratwurst.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
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“IOWA IS A GREAT PLACE TO
GROW, AND WE’RE ENERGIZED
ABOUT THE FUTURE.”
John Greaves
vice president of specialty crops, Kemin Industries

photos suBmIttEd By KEmIn IndustrIEs

rootEd In InnovAtIon
Kemin pioneered plant-based, sustainable ingredients
decades before they became mainstream. R.W. Nelson and
his wife, Mary, formed Kemin in 1961 to serve customers in
the agri-foods industry who were interested in improving
the quality of their feed. The Nelsons started selling
flavorings for livestock feed and later expanded into mold
inhibitors for feed.
As demand for the company’s products grew, the Nelsons
suddenly found themselves in the export business.
Today, Kemin operates in more than 90 countries, with
manufacturing facilities in Belgium, Brazil, China, India,
Italy, Singapore, South Africa and the United States.
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“Every time I walk into Kemin’s Innovation Center, I can
feel the energy and excitement,” he said. “We have all
the tools we need to be creative, and we’re encouraged
to explore new ideas and take risks. When you put it all
together, the results are remarkable.”

stAndInG At thE thrEshoLd
of A nEw ErA
Although Kemin has evolved into a multimillion-dollar global
corporation that employs nearly 2,000 people worldwide,
it remains a family business at heart. R.W. and Mary Nelson
continue to play an active role in the business, while their
son, Chris, serves as Kemin’s president and CEO, and
daughter Elizabeth works as Kemin’s corporate counsel.

Through its many products and services, the company
affects the lives of more than 1.7 billion people throughout
the world every day. “We never thought the company
would grow to this size,” said R.W. Nelson, who attributes
this success to Kemin’s focus on research and development.

Although the Nelsons have had numerous offers to relocate
Kemin to New York, Texas and other states, they’ve
chosen to keep the company in Iowa. “We see the value of
promoting local, homegrown talent,” said Mary Nelson.
To that end, the company regularly invests in employees’
continuing education.

Kemin attracts top talent from across the United States
and around the world, said Greaves, a native of the
United Kingdom who has worked for Kemin since 1996.
It helps that Iowa is known for world-class plant science,
thanks to Iowa State University and world-renowned
companies like DuPont Pioneer. This spirit of innovation
also thrives at Kemin, Greaves said.

The people of Kemin value this support and believe in the
power of science to change lives, Greaves said. “We stand
at the threshold of a new era in plant science, where plants
can provide a renewable source of so many products that
benefit people and animals,” he said. “Iowa is a great place
to grow, and we’re energized about the future.” n
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Experience the difference.

One call. One service provider. One experience.

Visit Hydro-Klean.com

to view our project library and learn more
about the valuable services
Hydro-Klean has to offer.
Hydro-Klean specializes in industrial and environmental services
for clients throughout the United States. Hydro-Klean is a solid
solution for your scheduled maintenance and emergency needs.
Hydro-Klean provides 24-hour emergency response services
for hazardous materials released from tanks, piping and
transportation equipment.

Scan this code and experience
the Hydro-Klean difference.

Des Moines, Duluth & Sioux Falls | 515.283.0500

Idt unLEAshEs thE

POWER OF DNA RESEARCH
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ext-generation DNA sequencing holds tremendous
promise for improving people’s quality of life, and an
Iowa company is accelerating the genomics revolution.
“The way researchers understand diseases will change
dramatically in the next decade,” said Stephen Gunstream,
chief commercial officer of Integrated DNA Technologies Inc.
(IDT) in Coralville. “It’s fun to provide customized solutions
for the researchers who are making these breakthroughs.”
IDT specializes in a chemical synthesis process to make
short strands of synthetic DNA. The company has
become the world’s largest supplier of these custom
oligonucleotides, or “oligos” — strands of DNA and
RNA used as basic components in molecular biology
experiments. Each strand that IDT synthesizes includes a
specific sequence of nucleotides requested by the client.
IDT produces nearly 40,000 individual DNA sequences
each day for its 80,000 customers worldwide. The
company serves university researchers, medical
laboratory scientists, biotechnology researchers,
pharmaceutical development specialists and government
clients, including the National Institutes of Health and
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the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
“Our oligos are needed for all types of research, from plant
breeding to medical research,” Gunstream said, and IDT’s DNA
oligos are also used in diagnostic tests that detect different
types of cancer.

Idt focusEs on QuALIty controL
IDT’s roots date back to 1987, when Joseph Walder, M.D.,
Ph.D., and Baxter Healthcare Corp. founded the innovative
company. Walder, a former biochemistry professor at the
University of Iowa, established the university’s first facility
for nucleic acid synthesis and pioneered many breakthrough
technologies. Through his guidance, IDT began offering highquality custom oligonucleotide probes and primers in 1993.
Today, IDT’s experts in chemistry, molecular biology and
engineering produce and purify oligonucleotides used in a
range of research, clinical and commercial applications.
“As our chief operating officer, Trey Martin, puts it, we are
clearly much more than just a bunch of kids in a cornfield,”
Gunstream said.

IDT has built its worldwide reputation by taking an
uncompromising approach to quality and minimizing
consumer costs. “Our niche is quality control in nearly every
part of DNA synthesis,” Gunstream said. “We even make
the machines we use to ensure the highest quality.”
Speed of service is also vital, added Gunstream, who
noted that IDT offers same-day and next-day shipping.
“Fast turnaround time and high quality help us stay
competitive,” he said.

IowA EQuALs opportunIty
This competitive advantage extends to the company’s
state-of-the-art 130,000-square-foot facility in eastern
Iowa, said Gunstream, who moved from San Francisco
more than four years ago to work at IDT.
“IDT is in a perfect location,” he said. “Land is more
affordable here, and the talent level is very high, thanks to
Iowa’s excellent educational institutions like the University
of Iowa. Also, the people work hard and are friendly, and
there’s a better cost of living in Iowa.”

“AS OUR CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER, TREY MARTIN, PUTS
IT...WE ARE CLEARLY MUCH
MORE THAN JUST A BUNCH OF
KIDS IN A CORNFIELD.”
Stephen Gunstream
CCO, IDT Coralville

IDT has more than 500 full-time employees in Coralville,
and many of these specialists have worked for the company
15 years or more. “IDT’s success is reflected in the Midwest
values many of our employees bring to the company,
including humility, honesty, innovation and a strong
work ethic,” Gunstream said. “We’ve also succeeded at
maintaining our small-company culture of collaborating,
stepping up to the task and having fun.”
Recently, IDT has been voted among the Best Places to
Work in Industry by The Scientist (a life science professional
magazine). The company has also been named one of
Iowa’s top places to work by The Des Moines Register.

IDT is active in its hometown through many volunteer
and philanthropic activities. The company provides all of
its employees with two paid days per year to volunteer in
the community. IDT’s employee-staffed Social Committee
also coordinates special events, such as Habitat for
Humanity Team Build.
In addition, IDT gives back to the community by
contributing to locals arts and recreation programs and
supporting scientific endeavors in the area, including the
Iowa City Robotics Club and Cedar Amateur Astronomers.
To invest in science education, IDT contributed $200,000
in 2013 to the Iowa City Community School District’s
technology campaign.

GrowInG for thE futurE
IDT’s reach extends far beyond Iowa. Customers on
the West Coast are served from the company’s San
Diego facility, which began production in 2005. IDT also
established a European operating base in Belgium in 2006
and opened its Asian facility in Singapore in 2012.
Innovation remains a core value throughout IDT. One
of the company’s newer products, gBlocks™ Gene
Fragments—longer, double-stranded pieces of DNA—have
become popular in synthetic biology experiments. “These
fragments can be used to engineer bacteria, for example,
that can produce biofuels,” Gunstream said.
As the genomics revolution accelerates, IDT is proud to
be known as one of the world’s leading “custom biology”
companies, Gunstream added. “We truly have some of the
best people in biotechnology working together to help IDT
expand and diversify,” he said. n
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sustAInABLE
soLutIons
usdA, dupont BALAncE BIo-BAsEd EnErGy wIth consErvAtIon

A

new conservation collaboration is fueling the cellulosic
ethanol industry in Iowa while protecting soil and water
quality, thanks to a joint agreement between DuPont Co.
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
“Working with farmers is critical to maximizing the land’s
productivity and protecting natural resources,” said Jim
Borel, executive vice president of DuPont, who traveled to
Johnston in April 2013 with U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Tom
Vilsack to announce the federal-private partnership. “With
this new collaboration, we have a partner in the NRCS to
ensure that the collection of corn stover [leaves and stalks]
for the production of cellulosic renewable fuel makes sense
for an individual grower’s operation and the land they farm.”
Jeff Taylor, who farms near Nevada and serves as the
chairman of Lincolnway Energy, an ethanol plant near
Nevada, is excited about the possibilities. “Harvesting
corn stover for ethanol production has complemented
our farming operation,” he said. “Today’s higher plant
populations and healthier crops produce a lot of stover, and
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removing some of this means less tillage and faster crop
emergence in the spring. We’re also getting the same or
better yields on these acres.”

EnsurInG A sustAInABLE hArvEst
The joint agreement between NRCS and DuPont aims to
set voluntary standards for the sustainable harvesting of
agricultural residues for renewable fuel. It also supports
rural job creation, additional income for farmers, biobased energy development and a way to safeguard natural
resources and land productivity, Vilsack said.
“Building a bio-based economy starts and ends with
the soil,” he said. “Both the USDA and DuPont share an
interest in helping individual farmers adapt to new market
opportunities in ways that are consistent with the wise use
of soil, water and energy resources.”
The USDA, through NRCS, will provide conservation
planning assistance for farmers who supply bio-based
feedstocks to bio-refineries as the industry begins to

commercialize. Conservation plans, written for individual
operations, will ensure the sustainable harvest of corn crop
residues while promoting natural resource conservation
and land productivity.
“This is exciting for stewardship in Iowa,” said Jay Mar,
Iowa’s NRCS state conservationist. “Our precious soils in
Iowa are the living engine of agriculture, and farmers have
a new way to voluntarily protect their soil and water quality
while providing feedstocks for DuPont.”
DuPont will develop a process to work with cooperating
farms on sustainable harvest practices that help keep soil
in the field and out of rivers, streams and lakes; promote
healthier soils, which helps reduce flooding through
increased infiltration rates; and provide for the efficient use
of nutrients.

“FARMERS HAVE A NEW WAY TO
VOLUNTARILY PROTECT THEIR
SOIL AND WATER QUALITY
WHILE PROVIDING FEEDSTOCKS
FOR DUPONT.”
Jay Mar
state conservationist, NRCS Iowa

The company will need nearly 600,000 bales of stover
(roughly 375,000 tons) per year to reach its initial goals. The
first plant involved in this national agreement is located
near Nevada, where DuPont is building a 30 million-gallonper-year cellulosic facility. This plant will use harvested

residues from a 30-mile radius around the facility. This
plant is the first of up to eight ethanol production facilities
planned by DuPont in Iowa.
“More than 90 percent of Iowa’s farmers incorporate
conservation practices on their farms, and this will
offer another resource to help them implement more
conservation,” said Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad, who praised
the conservation collaboration. “The USDA-DuPont
agreement will also work hand in hand with the Iowa
Nutrient Reduction Strategy to preserve our topsoil and
protect our waterways.”

stovEr offErs An ExtrA rEvEnuE strEAm
This is important to Taylor, a fifth-generation farmer who
raises 1,600 acres of corn and soybeans north of Ames.
DuPont has been removing an average of 1.8 tons of corn
stover per acre off of Taylor’s fields, which equates to
approximately 30 to 40 percent of the stover.
“We’ll follow up with soil tests to check the organic matter,”
said Taylor, who planned to grow 700 or 800 acres of corn in
2013, with approximately 200 of those acres committed to
the DuPont project. “We’re taking baby steps into this, but
it’s nice to have another commodity and another revenue
stream we didn’t have before.”
The opportunities that can stem from the USDA-DuPont
partnership extend far beyond the farm, Borel added.
“The United States has become a leader in biofuels, and
collaborations like this are critical to create a viable farmto-fuel system,” he said. “Cellulosic renewable fuels are
a game changer that will benefit the country now and for
generations to come.” n
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BREAKS NEW GROUND
P

icture this: A driverless tractor pulls a grain cart
across an Iowa cornfield. The tractor positions the
grain cart precisely underneath the auger of a combine
that’s harvesting corn, allowing grain to be unloaded
on the go. Sounds like science fiction, but Kinze®
Manufacturing Inc. has made it a reality.
“Modern farming’s high level of technology is every bit
as sophisticated as what tech companies are doing on
the East Coast or in Silicon Valley,” said Rhett Schildroth,
Kinze Manufacturing’s product manager. “Autonomous
systems in agriculture aren’t a question of ‘if,’ but ‘when.’
For Kinze, that time is now.”
Autonomous technology is the latest innovation from Kinze
Manufacturing, which has become a market leader in durable,
high-quality row crop planters and grain carts. These planters
and grain carts are produced at the company’s 160-acre
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campus near Williamsburg, where Kinze Manufacturing’s
world headquarters and manufacturing facilities span more
than 25 acres under roof.
With approximately 850 employees, Kinze Manufacturing
continues to grow by reinvesting in state-of-the-art
facilities and expanding its global dealer network that
distributes Kinze products to such far-flung destinations
as Eastern Europe, Russia, Australia, South America and
South Africa.
But no matter how much the family-owned company
expands, it never outgrows its rural Iowa roots.
“Kinze has invented so many industry firsts in agriculture,
and we’re excited to continue the tradition of innovation my
father began years ago,” said Susanne Kinzenbaw Veatch,
the company’s vice president and chief marketing officer.

photo suBmIttEd By KInzE mAnufActurInG

sEttInG hIGh stAndArds
Kinzenbaw Veatch’s father, Jon Kinzenbaw, set the stage
for the company’s success in 1965. The 21-year-old farm
boy from Victor, Iowa, opened his own welding shop
with a small bank loan and $25 in his pocket. Anyone
who knew him at the time could see he had a talent for
fixing things. No one could have predicted, however,
that his small welding business would one day turn into
one of the largest privately held agricultural equipment
manufacturers in North America.
Although Kinzenbaw had manufactured a 13-knife, 30-foot
anhydrous ammonia application toolbar and patented
a high-clearance, variable-width moldboard plow, his
innovative single axle, low-profile grain cart with highflotation tires revolutionized grain handling in 1971.
“A customer told Jon he wanted a bigger grain wagon,”
said Schildroth, who noted that a typical wagon of the era
held 150 to 200 bushels of grain. “Jon was going to build a
400-bushel wagon but kept going until he ran out of steel.”
It became clear that Kinzenbaw’s massive 475-bushel
wagon could increase farmers’ efficiency dramatically,
Schildroth said. But the breakthrough that truly propelled
Kinze Manufacturing on its stunning growth curve occurred
in 1975. After hearing some of his farmer friends complain
about the amount of time they wasted dismantling and
loading their planters onto trailers, Jon Kinzenbaw invented

a rear-folding planter toolbar. That device revolutionized
planting overnight.
“There is nothing more powerful than a better idea and a
satisfied customer,” Jon Kinzenbaw said. “The first rearfold planter sold 20 more, and the next 20 sold another 80.
That’s the way it happens.”

It stArts wIth LIstEnInG
To meet the huge demand for his farm equipment,
Kinzenbaw purchased 10 acres of land and built a new
manufacturing plant just north of Interstate 80 near
Williamsburg. Before the end of the 1970s, he added 600and 800-bushel grain carts to the product lineup. Ever since
then, the ideas have just kept coming.
Through it all, Kinze has remained focused on one primary
goal: designing and building solutions for farmers. That
means listening to people who actually own and operate
the equipment, including the Iowa farmers who raise more
corn and soybeans in one growing season than many nations
produce in an entire year. “Thanks to our location here in
Iowa, we can get feedback quickly,” Schildroth said. “This is
invaluable.” Another source of feedback: the many employees
and owners of Kinze Manufacturing who also farm.
The strong work ethic and integrity of Kinze
Manufacturing’s team is another plus, added Schildroth,
who noted that the company hires mechanical engineers,
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Rhett Schildroth
product manager, Kinze Manufacturing

manufacturing engineers, welders, machinists, software
engineers and other skilled professionals.
Their contributions are showcased in the Kinze Innovation
Center, which debuted in early 2013 at Kinze Manufacturing’s
world headquarters. The Innovation Center houses all of Jon
Kinzenbaw’s major agricultural inventions, as well as those
made by Kinze engineers.
Visitors can see the exact size of Kinzenbaw’s first
workshop in Ladora, Iowa, explore Kinze tillage equipment
from the early years and learn about row-crop planters and
grain carts through several hands-on, interactive displays.
The state-of-the-art Innovation Center also allows visitors
to design their own Kinze planter and grain cart and
discover Kinze Autonomy, the world’s first large-scale truly
autonomous row-crop solution.
“Kinze Manufacturing is one of the world’s largest
privately owned farm equipment manufacturers, and
we’re proud to have them right here in Central Iowa,”
said Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds, who spoke at the Innovation
Center’s grand opening. “Companies like Kinze make Iowa
a great state to live and work.”

fEEdInG A hunGry worLd
Although Kinze Manufacturing employees appreciate the
high quality of life in the Midwest, they never forget that
the impact of their work extends far beyond Iowa.
“Today’s corn genetics have the potential to produce 300
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to 500 bushels per acre,” Schildroth said. “Maximizing this
potential to help feed a hungry world starts by optimizing
each seed’s potential.”
Kinze Manufacturing continually refines its planters to
place each seed at the right planting depth, allow proper
spacing between the seeds and ensure good seed-to-soil
contact uniformly throughout each field—solutions that
benefit farmers worldwide.
In May of 2013, the company announced plans to open its
first production plant abroad in Lithuania. The facility will
manufacture Kinze row-crop planters and serve markets in
Russia, Ukraine, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Hungary and
other European markets.
Kinze will hire welders, mechanics, computer numerical
control operators and other specialists to work in the
new plant, where farm equipment assembly is scheduled
to begin this fall. “We are excited about this new
plant and look forward to further expanding Kinze’s
innovations to farmers across the world,” Kinzenbaw
Veatch said.
The new facility reflects the many ways that Kinze
Manufacturing is increasing farmers’ efficiencies around the
globe to ensure an abundant, affordable food supply.
“It’s one thing to hear about a need; it’s another to address
this need in a creative way,” Schildroth said. “Kinze’s
innovations are increasing the precision of farming to help
farmers get more out of every acre.” n
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“KINZE’S INNOVATIONS ARE INCREASING THE
PRECISION OF FARMING TO HELP FARMERS GET
MORE OUT OF EVERY ACRE.”
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ALGAE

powEr
EthAnoL EnErGIzEs nEw Eco-frIEndLy BusInEss

L

owly algae are taking bio-renewable solutions to
new heights in southwest Iowa, thanks to BioProcess
Algae LLC.
“Iowa is at the forefront of the bio-based economy,” said
Tim Burns, president and CEO of Rhode Island-based
BioProcess Algae. “It’s leading the way with renewable
fuels like ethanol, and this is creating new opportunities to
create other valuable co-products.”

can be used in human nutrition supplements, pet food,
livestock feed and other products.
“This algae is a co-product of ethanol production that’s
redefining the high-tech farming of the future,” Burns said.
“The co-location at an ethanol plant has proven to be the
right platform to rapidly commercialize this technology.”

sustAInABLE ALGAE fArmInG

Consider BioProcess Algae’s carbon-capture technology at
the Green Plains Renewable Energy Inc. (GPRE) complex
near Shenandoah. GPRE’s plant, which can supply more
than 70 million gallons of ethanol per year, also generates
carbon dioxide during the fermentation process. This
carbon dioxide can be used to grow algae, a low-cost
feedstock for feed, food and next-generation fuels.

This groundbreaking system was pioneered in Iowa by
BioProcess Algae, a joint venture formed in 2008 by
CLARCOR Inc., a global provider of filtration products;
BioProcessH2O LLC, a wastewater purification technology
company based in Rhode Island; and GPRE, which markets
approximately 1 billion gallons of ethanol annually from its
various facilities.

This isn’t ordinary algae, however. BioProcess Algae
harvests a special strain of native algae that’s rich in protein
and beneficial omega-3 fatty acids. This high-value product

“No one knew for sure if you could grow algae in
conjunction with an ethanol plant in an industrial setting,”
Burns said. “We had to start at square one.”

photo suBmIttEd By BIoprocEss ALGAE LLc
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Project leaders invested in a state-of-the-art greenhouse
design that captures heat, water and carbon dioxide
produced by the ethanol plant. The greenhouse provides an
ideal environment to grow algae on special films with large
surface areas. There is little evaporation in this efficient,
low-water-use system, because everything is under roof.
Algae harvesting started in November 2009 and has
continued to expand. “We can harvest an algae crop each
week,” said Burns, noting that this equates to 40 tons of
algae per acre per year.
The algae is dried and packaged in one-ton totes or
Super Sacks—woven polypropylene bulk containers that
offer a convenient way to handle, ship and store dry,
flowable products. BioProcess Algae sells the algae to a
neutraceutical company in Europe that markets omega-3
oil. BioProcess Algae also supplies the aquaculture industry,
livestock feed companies that serve the beef, pork and
poultry industries, and pet food manufacturers.
“We want to be a key supplier to these companies,” Burns
said. “Our energy-dense algae is rich in digestible protein,
compared to soybean meal, and it’s a good replacement for
fishmeal.”
The market potential for protein-rich algae is huge, Burns
added. Booming sales of seafood products, rising feed
ingredient prices, dwindling fish populations and concerns
about the unsustainability of wild-caught fish supplies are
accelerating demand for fishmeal alternatives. Thanks to
the thriving aquaculture industry, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimates that the annual 5 million-metric-ton
(MMT) fishmeal market has the potential to double to 10
MMTs in the near future.
BioProcess Algae is well-positioned to support this growth.
While fishmeal from krill, menhaden and other sources
can cost $2,000 per ton, BioProcess Algae’s high-protein
product costs significantly less, Burns said. “There are
big markets out there we can supply, and this is a great
opportunity to provide a sustainable alternative,” he said.

AttrActInG tALEnt BAcK to IowA
BioProcess Algae’s efforts have attracted attention far
beyond the company’s primary markets. In April 2011, U.S.
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack delivered the keynote
address at the grand opening of phase two of BioProcess
Algae’s Grower HarvesterTM bioreactors in Shenandoah.
In April 2013, BioProcess Algae received a grant of up to
$6.4 million from the U.S. Department of Energy as part of a
pilot-scale biorefinery project to produce hydrocarbon fuels.

Oil extracted from the algae will be processed by another
company to create jet fuel for military applications. “Thanks
to opportunities like this, there’s a lot of growth potential to
help renew rural Iowa in the coming years,” Burns said.
To fuel this trend, BioProcess Algae is currently investing
up to $15 million in a 17-acre expansion at the Shenandoah
facility, which will allow the company to grow and sell
more algae. “This will also help us achieve a fivefold
increase in productivity,” said Burns.
This will also require more skilled specialists to operate
the facility. Though the plant currently employs 15 people,
including chemists, mechanical engineers, biologists,
machinists and laborers, BioProcess Algae plans to increase
its team to 30 or 40 employees once the expansion, which
began this year, is complete.

“THERE’S A LOT OF POTENTIAL
TO HELP RENEW RURAL IOWA
IN THE COMING YEARS.”
Tim Burns
president and CEO, BioProcess Algae LLC

“We’re bringing people back to their hometowns,” Burns
said. “It’s great to see talented people who grew up in
Atlantic, Shenandoah or other local communities return to
Iowa after working in Colorado or other states.”
The success of the GPRE ethanol plant and BioProcess
Algae is prompting other companies in related industries to
consider locating in the area. “Shenandoah is becoming a
model for job creation,” Burns added.

IowA offErs common-sEnsE
EconomIc dEvELopmEnt
These companies are discovering Iowa’s many benefits
that have helped BioProcess Algae thrive. “Iowa has been a
great state to commercialize our technology,” Burns said.
“Iowans have a can-do attitude, and Iowa takes an efficient,
common-sense approach to economic development that
you don’t see everywhere.”
Iowa also boasts world-class universities and researchers,
which are great resources for innovative companies like
BioProcess Algae, Burns said. “All this creates a path to
profitability,” he said. “Iowa is in the epicenter of the
intersection between biotech and agriculture, and we look
forward to growing our business here.” n
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HOMEGROWN

AG soLutIons
R

ay Hagie never intended to produce the world’s first selfpropelled sprayer. The Clarion-area farmer wanted to grow
hybrid corn. In fact, his first piece of equipment—a detasseler—was
built for his own seed corn fields.
But as Hagie Hybrids continued to grow, so did demand for his
“above the crop” equipment. Hagie’s Iowa farm became the
birthplace of Hagie Manufacturing Co., as well as the world’s first
self-propelled sprayer, in 1947.
Three generations, 66 years and millions of acres later, Hagie
Manufacturing continues to provide the most advanced application
equipment in the industry. “It’s almost a requirement to innovate
here, whether it’s a small change or a big project,” said Newt
Lingenfelter, product manager at Hagie Manufacturing.

photos suBmIttEd By hAGIE mAnufActurInG
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EnhAncInG consErvAtIon
Hagie Manufacturing remains a pioneer in the ag industry
with innovations such as front-mounted sprayer booms,
hydrostatic drives, hydraulically adjustable booms and
quick-attach systems that allow users to switch from a
sprayer boom to a detasseler bar or a nitrogen toolbar in a
matter of minutes.
Precision is the key with any application technology,
Lingenfelter said. “Our equipment allows growers to take
8 ounces of a crop protection product—that’s about the
size of a coffee cup—and spread it evenly over an acre,”
he said. “When farmers can do this across their fields, it
makes them more efficient and helps them become better
stewards of the land.”
As crop production input costs continue to rise, farmers
need to find new ways to get the most out of every dollar.
Hagie Manufacturing’s popular STS Series Nitrogen Tool
Bar (NTB) attachment helps meet this challenge.
The design of the NTB allows it to float and follow the
contour of the ground, ensuring that nitrogen goes
precisely where it should. The NTB’s high-clearance design
also allows side-dress applications to be made exactly
when the crop needs them. This limits nutrient losses,
reduces the amount of fertilizer that growers need to
apply and enhances conservation efforts.
“We’re excited about this from both an economic standpoint
and an environmental standpoint,” Lingenfelter said.
Tools like the NTB can help growers meet Iowa’s Nutrient
Reduction Strategy, which is designed to limit the amount of
nutrients delivered to the state’s waterways and the Gulf of
Mexico, he added.

Spraying is a time-sensitive job, and Tassel Ridge
needed the ability to cover more acres quickly. The
winery turned to Hagie Manufacturing, which built
a high-clearance grape sprayer by taking one of its
detasseling toolbars, mounting it on a Hagie sprayer,
adding some misting fans and making a few other minor
modifications. The new sprayer, which was delivered
in April 2012, is four times faster than the sprayer the
winery had been using.
“Tassel Ridge was very impressed with the product,”
Lingenfelter said. “After a season of use, the sprayer has
proven to be a win-win for everyone.”

puttInG pEopLE fIrst hELps hAGIE Grow
Providing solutions is important to the employees of Hagie
Manufacturing, where customers’ inquiries are answered
by real people, not automated recordings. “Because we
don’t offer a multitude of products, our service technicians
are experts in application equipment,” Lingenfelter said.
“We’re focused on minimizing downtime and maximizing
product performance, things we know are crucial when
growers are working in the field.”
This emphasis has fueled tremendous growth at Hagie
Manufacturing, which has expanded from 150 employees
in 2008 to nearly 400 today. The company’s domestic
and international sales continue to trend upward, added
Lingenfelter, who noted that Hagie Manufacturing’s
equipment is used across America, as well as in China,
Ukraine, Argentina, Turkey and Australia.
“We don’t have dealers and continue to follow the factorydirect model,” he said. “We never want to be removed
from our customers.”

Corn growers aren’t the only farmers who rely on Hagie
Manufacturing’s high-tech application tools. So do those
who raise potatoes, watermelons, tomatoes, rice, cotton,
soybeans, tobacco, blueberries, Christmas trees and grapes.
In 2012, Hagie Manufacturing created a customized sprayer
for Tassel Ridge Winery in Leighton, Iowa.

In May 2013, Hagie Manufacturing announced plans
for a $22 million expansion that will create more than
150 new jobs during the next three years. The project
will expand the company’s production capability by
adding new manufacturing methods, upgrading current
production equipment, expanding the business’s meeting
and training facilities, and enhancing its research and
development division.

“They had been using a pull-type sprayer from Australia,
but it wasn’t meeting their needs,” Lingenfelter said. “Due
to issues with the machine’s reliability and the limited
availability of parts, there was too much downtime.”

“All of us at Hagie want to be a part of something great
and see rural Iowa prosper,” said Alan Hagie, the grandson
of company founder Ray Hagie and the president and CEO
of Hagie Manufacturing.

custom sprAyEr BEnEfIts wInEry
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Alan Hagie
president and CEO, Hagie Manufacturing

pursuInG A cuLturE chAnGE JournEy
A key component of this goal involves attracting and retaining
top talent at Hagie Manufacturing, which was named one of the
Top 100 Workplaces for 2012 by The Des Moines Register. It’s a
noteworthy achievement in an industry where stress levels and
emotions can run high, especially during the hectic growing
season, when it’s vital to help farmers stay on schedule.
“We’ve been on a culture journey for about two years to help
us deal with change, adversity and opportunity,” Lingenfelter
said. “This journey is also influencing how we react to each
other and work together more effectively, especially during
high-stress times.”
Culture change at Hagie Manufacturing has taken many forms:
Employee-focused beneﬁts. The company provides free
fruit for employees to snack on throughout the day and offers
lunches at cost at the cafeteria. “The company looks for ways to
make employees as comfortable as possible,” Lingenfelter said.
“Even when we have to work extra hours during the busy times,
this helps us deliver a good experience for our customers.”
Team-building activities. From golf outings to tours of other
businesses, Hagie Manufacturing employees are encouraged
to participate in a variety of team-building activities each year.
“We get paid to spend time together outside of work hours,
so we can get to know each other better and become more
productive as a team,” Lingenfelter said.
Continuing education and leadership training. Each quarter,
Hagie Manufacturing team members meet at an off-site
location to learn new ways to improve their communication
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skills, enhance their interpersonal skills and more. The
company also employs a full-time goals coach to help
employees advance their careers. “Since it can be challenging
to attract new hires to rural Iowa, we try to recruit and
promote as much as we can from within the company,” said
Lingenfelter, who added that the strategy is working well.
Volunteer opportunities and philanthropy. Giving back to
the local community is a high priority for Hagie Manufacturing.
“Alan Hagie didn’t just want to work for a paycheck, and he
doesn’t want his employees to do this either,” Lingenfelter
said. Employees are given two vacation days a year to assist a
local charity or participate in worthy causes like Meals from the
Heartland, a nonprofit organization composed of volunteers who
package meals for delivery to hungry people in Iowa, the United
States and around the world. In 2012, Hagie employees packaged
more than 30,000 meals for Meals from the Heartland. In addition,
Hagie Manufacturing donates to national organizations like the
March of Dimes and has contributed thousands of dollars to local
schools, hospitals and other organizations. In 2013, the company
purchased iPads for junior high students in the Clarion-Goldfield
Community School District, noted Amber Kohlhaas, brand
manager at Hagie Manufacturing.
As the company focuses on the future, Hagie Manufacturing
will keep striving to be the industry leader in the application
business. One of the most powerful aspects of the human spirit
is the ability to inspire and create, Alan Hagie said.
“Innovation is in everyone,” he said. “By empowering
employees to innovate and improve processes, a sense of
ownership is instilled that promotes growth across the entire
organization. From there, it’s about giving people the tools and
getting out of the way.” n

photo suBmIttEd By hAGIE mAnufActurInG

“A SENSE OF OWNERSHIP IS INSTILLED THAT PROMOTES
GROWTH ACROSS THE ENTIRE ORGANIZATION... IT’S ABOUT
GIVING PEOPLE THE TOOLS AND GETTING OUT OF THE WAY.”
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IOWA FARM BUREAU
Renew RuRal Iowa PRogRam

Harrisvaccines, Inc. - Ames, Iowa

Bringing TogeTher invaluaBle resources
To grow iowa’s rural communiTies
Wind farm pioneers, animal health vaccine manufacturers, gluten-free food producers and athletic equipment
manufacturers are among the growing group of Iowa
entrepreneurs to learn, grow and thrive thanks to the
guidance of Iowa Farm Bureau’s successful Renew
Rural Iowa program.
Since its inception in 2006, Renew Rural Iowa has brought
new life to rural communities by increasing the enterprise
value of new and existing businesses in Iowa’s small towns
through business education, mentoring and investing.
“We see a lot more growth on the horizon, thanks to
the business mentoring and financial management
expertise we gained through attending the Renew
Rural Iowa business seminar in Cedar Falls,” said
Hadar Manufacturing President and Renew Rural Iowa
seminar participant, Mary Hadar Miner.
The winning combination of mentoring, partnership and
experience provides the kind of hands-on help that many
Iowa companies need throughout their evolution. Farm
Bureau’s Renew Rural Iowa program brings it all together.
“When you look at what USDA does, it would not be
possible without Farm Bureau,” said Randy Frescoln,
Business Cooperative Program director with USDA
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Rural Development. “We need (Renew Rural Iowa) for
marketing and partnerships to get the word out. When
Farm Bureau does something, the key players show up
because of the goodwill Renew Rural Iowa has created.”
Frescoln said part of USDA’s strategic plan is to “build
relationships to grow rural Iowa.” Working collectively
with the people at Renew Rural Iowa, he said, provides
an opportunity for that to happen.
“Farm Bureau’s goal is our goal – a commitment to the
growth of rural communities. Because of Renew Rural
Iowa, we’re ten times more successful,” he said.
That success, he said, is because of Renew Rural Iowa’s
work to bring to the table key expertise, mentoring and
in some cases venture capital to help business owners
grow or start their companies.
Business owners who are looking for help to expand
or branch out their company in new ways find the help
they need through Renew Rural Iowa. “We are thrilled
to be one of the companies who have benefitted from
Renew Rural Iowa,” said Susan Walters-Flood, president
of Nu-World Foods. “With the support of Renew Rural
Iowa’s Rural Vitality Fund and other investors, we have
continued to experience significant year on year growth
of 30 to 40 percent in serving the gluten-free and
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ancient grains markets. Over the course of the last four
years, we have nearly doubled our production team in
Dyersville, Iowa,” said Walters-Flood.
A program like Renew Rural Iowa offers hope to businesses in rural Iowa that there are resources available
to them in their unique settings, said Joe Folsom, district
director for the U.S. Small Business Administration.
“Renew Rural Iowa is a communication vehicle and forum
we can exchange ideas in…a forum in which a number
of resources can be brought together in one place,
making it easier for the needs of communities and small
businesses to be met,” he said.
Renew Rural Iowa has also been instrumental in helping
to get a revolutionary animal health vaccine company off
the ground. Dr. Hank Harris, an Iowa State University
Life Sciences professor and founder of Harrisvaccines
Inc., says, “Renew Rural Iowa’s support and investment in
Harrisvaccines has helped us take an invention from ISU
and grow it into a global industry changing business while
still remaining in Iowa.”
Michael Wagler, state coordinator for Main Street Iowa,
says “there’s no better time than now for the business
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community to work together to make the economy in
Iowa stronger.”
“It’s important to maximize our potential with the
resources we have – to bring more to our communities
in tough economic times,” he said. “Together, we can all
have a larger impact and fulfill the missions we have.”
Working in conjunction with Renew Rural Iowa, he sees
that impact being made.
“Renew Rural Iowa is entering its seventh year working to
improve communities in rural Iowa and we are seeing the
program really taking hold,” said Sandy Ehrig, economic
development administrator for Renew Rural Iowa.
“Since its inception, over 2400 people have participated in
Renew Rural Iowa seminars and Iowa’s rural communities
have been positively impacted by the nearly $80 million of
community reinvestment generated through the program.
Connecting critical resources to entrepreneurs and businesses in rural communities across our state is of significant value. We recognize the need for this type of service
and intend to keep working to broaden, expand and perfect
our network of partners and providers - - making it easy
for businesses to find the information they need to remain
strong and vibrant in their local communities,” she said.

To learn more about Iowa Farm Bureau’s Renew Rural Iowa program, visit www.renewruraliowa.com.

Together, we can all have a larger impact and fulfill the missions we have.
Nu-World Foods - Dyersville, Iowa

Sandy Ehrig | Renew Rural Iowa
800.254.9670
www.renewruraliowa.com
leaders of innovation
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INS famIly of compaNIeS

Simplifying OperatiOnS fOr Our CuStOmerS
Iowa Network Services (INS) was founded 25 years ago
as the first of only three Centralized Equal Access (CEA)
networks in the United States. The visionary telecommunications companies that came together to form
INS helped build a network that has not only survived
the test of time, but has thrived in the midst of profound
industry change.
To compete today, high performance businesses are
looking for partners who can help them operate more
efficiently and increase their productivity. “Knowing their
information is secure and their communications are
reliable is imperative,” says Ron Keller, President/CEO
of INS. “This allows team members to easily collaborate
and share information from anywhere so they can
quickly respond to opportunities.”
When INS began, the focus was exclusively on serving
the Independent Telecommunications Companies with
voice and long distance services. Today, the INS Family
of Companies provides an end-to-end communication
solution and aims to develop stronger partnerships with
affiliated companies and customers. In addition to offering connectivity to the state-wide INS Fiber Network,
40
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the company offers Internet Protocol (IP) television, data
center, cloud, wireless, and a host of other related voice,
data, and business services.
“For years, INS has sought to diversify our opportunities
and expand beyond the realm of traditional telecommunications solutions in order to help our customers enhance
revenues, lower costs, and simplify operations,” says Keller.
An important step in the company’s diversification
efforts was the acquisition of a majority share in Alliance
Technologies five years ago. Alliance Technologies
enables INS to offer a full-range of information technology (IT) solutions. This includes networking, storage,
virtualization, hosting, security, software development
and database design, website design, help desk support,
and IT consulting.
“This year, we took an additional step by expanding our
business service offerings to our customers and partners
through the acquisition of Merit Resources,” notes Keller.
Merit Resources is a Professional Employer Organization
(PEO) that provides a full complement of employment
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services including payroll, risk, and benefits management to small- and medium-sized businesses and Senior
Living Communities.
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businesses to successfully compete in the marketplace.”
The fiber expansion project is part of a multi-million dollar
investment that INS is making to bring more fiber into
central Iowa and new areas across the state.

Merit has been based in Des Moines since 1989 and
is the largest PEO in the state, currently serving more
than 400 clients and 11,000 worksite employees
across 40 states.

layinG the Groundwork for
economic Vitality

“With this acquisition, our services to businesses cover
a much broader range and we look forward to what
tomorrow will bring,” says Keller.

A strong fiber network gives communities economic
growth potential. Likewise, as the only privately held
Iowa-owned and Iowa-based statewide communications
company, INS believes in leaving a “goodwill” footprint in
the areas it serves.

BroadBand the Great equalizer
Twenty years ago, a company with its own website
was practically avant-garde. Today, every company has
an online presence and many of them are conducting
everyday business on the Web as well, creating a staggering demand for bandwidth. Sticking with a limitedbandwidth connection will only lead to frustration – for a
company and its customers.
According to a Connect Iowa report, businesses with
broadband connectivity in Iowa bring in $300,000 more
in median annual revenues than those without broadband. INS has had Internet connectivity available in Iowa
since 1993. From their original dialup Internet network
offering, INS has transitioned seamlessly to broadband
delivery to all of its customers.
Connecting to the INS Fiber Network assures businesses
of speed capabilities and reliability to satisfy growing
demand for bandwidth now and into the future. “To meet
this increasing demand, INS has been expanding our fiber
footprint to underserved areas. In 2012, we completed
Phase I of the INS Fiber Network expansion in our hometown of West Des Moines,” says Keller. “This year, we’re
working on Phase II in this area and other communities to
ensure that the technology infrastructure is in place for

To that end, INS and the Iowa Area Development Group
(IADG) joined forces to form the Ripple Effect program
five years ago. The partnership is designed to advance
the economic health and vitality of rural Iowa. Through
local telecommunications providers, the program gives
financial and technical assistance to businesses, industry
and communities to stimulate growth and development.
Since the launch of the Ripple Effect program, INS has
funded 23 planning grants to communities for a total of
over $235,000. That commitment has leveraged over
$1,800,000 in local, state, and federal investment. The
program makes available low-interest loans to business
applicants and planning grants to communities and
their economic development partners for various types
of community development projects.

PaVinG the way for the future
The collective value of the INS Family of Companies directly
impacts revenue growth, cost reduction, and economic
development for our customers and the communities
they serve. With the power of the INS Fiber Network
and diversified services, the future looks bright for the
INS Family of Companies to continue to pave the way for
business expansion and community development.

In celebration of Ripple Effect’s 5th anniversary, snap this tag to view the
2012 Annual Report video highlighting the program’s accomplishments and vision.
(Download the free app at http://gettag.mobi and follow directions.)

4201 corporate dr | west des moines, ia
800.469.4000
www.iowanetworkServices
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Ahlers & Cooney

Long-Term ParTner wiTh iowa’s
schooLs and coLLeges
Our commitment to excellence stems from the breadth
Ahlers & Cooney is proud of its long-standing tradition of
of experience we bring to our clients on a wide range of
representing Iowa’s K-12 school districts and institutions
issues, whether typical or complex, and
of higher learning. The firm has a
many of which are highly sensitive. We
deep understanding of the unique
Education law is one of the
do not just provide legal opinions; we are
nature of the field of education and
core areas of our practice.
focused on being proactive with our clients
the different audiences involved.
and do a great deal of training, which is also
We have a long tradition
beneficial in avoiding potential litigation.
Across our practice areas of K-12
of representing Iowa public
Education and Higher Educaschool districts, community
We are passionate about each of our
tion, we provide comprehensive
colleges, private colleges,
client’s stated missions, and we work
services to our clients. In the area
and our public universities.
tenaciously to ensure that our approach
of K-12 Education, we serve well
We are honored to serve
to their legal issues and the results we
over 100 public school districts
seek to achieve are consistent with their
in Iowa, ranging from some of the
these institutions, advocate
State’s smallest school districts to
for them, and support them educational philosophies.
the largest.
in their noble mission.
While helping to build Iowa’s communities
and schools, our firm has built a reputation
We serve as general counsel
Drew Bracken upon innovative solutions while effectively
and bond counsel to a number of
K-12 Education Practice Area Leader
managing risk for our clients – for 125
Iowa’s community colleges, private
years. Organized into six practice areas, in
colleges and universities across the
addition to K-12 Education and Higher Education, the firm’s
state, and as bond counsel to Iowa’s public universities.
attorneys work in the areas of: Corporate, Business & Tax;
Members of the Group are at the forefront of the
Employment & Labor Law; Litigation, Dispute Resolution &
development of college and university law.
Investigations; and Public Finance & Law.

100 court ave, ste 600 | des moines, ia
515.243.7611
www.ahlerslaw.com
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Control InstallatIons of Iowa, InC (CI3)

A Home Grown SucceSS Story
30 years ago, new technology began to clash with an
industry that had always been based upon a traditional plan/spec/bid mentality. A new way of thinking
drove a pro-active, team approach. The marketplace
was requiring a building technology company to bring
order and expertise to the chaos of new systems,
ideas, and digital language. CI3 was born.

the entire building. The individual controller monitors
conditions and reacts to specific programs for that
area during normal or emergency conditions. CI3
smart building technology is designed to create
healthy work environments, reduce energy costs,
environmental impact, and decrease operational
inefficiencies.

Who is CI3?
CI3 is a building technology integrator and specialty
contractor that focuses on aligning a customer’s
building technology plans with their business goals.
Today’s buildings are comprised of multiple “invisible” systems that rely on technology to function i.e.
video surveillance, access control, HVAC controls,
programmable lighting controls, etc. CI3 unites those
components and makes them work as a “whole,”
supporting the customer’s vision.

What’s next for CI3?
The entrepreneurial spirit that created CI3 is still very
much alive today. The acquisition of Automatic Door Group
–ADG is a great example. CI3 recognized a need in the
market to create a more efficient approach to perimeter
management, resulting in a solution that benefits both
owner and general contractor. CI3 remains entrepreneurial and is a 100% employee owned company.

What does CI3 do?
Today’s smart buildings are divided into several small
areas. Each area can have one or many pieces of
equipment that maintain the environment, life safety,
lighting and security for that area that interacts with

6200 thornton Ave, Ste 190 | Des moines, IA
515.558.9300
955 Kacena rd Ste D | Hiawatha, IA
515.362.2760

With a humble beginning, CI3 has grown to 120
people, with multiple locations and is recognized as
a Midwest leader in the building technology industry.
The trust of the customer base has allowed CI3 to
be successful. With gratitude and commitment, CI3
welcomes the challenge to meet our customer’s everevolving building technology needs.

CONTROL INSTALLATIONS
OF
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DPT GROUP, INC.

DelIverIng InnovAtIons for energy, wAter, AnD
DAtA InfrAstrUctUre
Locating equipment solution providers for your data center
infrastructure, electrical power applications, industrial processes, or commercial HVAC needs can be time consuming
and overwhelming. DPT Group offers a wide breadth and
depth of innovative solutions for today’s marketplace in one
dynamic company. To best differentiate the varying layers
of products and offerings, DPT Group is comprised of two
main sub-companies: Data Power Technology encapsulates
IT infrastructure solutions, while DPT Mechanical specializes in industrial, commercial, and sustainable system
applications. From computer room HVAC applications to
air handling units; UPS power quality solutions to cooling
towers; airside equipment to hydronic products DPT
Group has a solution for any data center, electrical power,
industrial, or HVAC challenge.
Our manufacturing business partners include:
• Emerson Network Power/Liebert
• Johnson Controls/York
• LG
• SPX/Marley
• Along with over 70 others

DPT Group has been the equipment solution provider you
can trust for premium products, comprehensive engineering support, and ongoing service needs for over 30 years.
DPT Group’s primary focus is client satisfaction and from
that emphasis comes the desire to build quality, enduring
relationships with current and future partners. We define
success in terms of the stability of our bond with our clients
and find this to be the ultimate indicator of a job well done.
DPT Group is here to serve you locally. With four locations across Iowa, Nebraska, and Illinois, DPT Group is
well positioned to serve our IT, engineering, contracting,
manufacturing, and facility owner partners. We are
your neighbors, we are part of your communities, and
we (along with you) are committed to our state’s future
and economic growth. Delivering innovations for energy,
water, and data infrastructure might be our trade, but
serving the people of our communities is our business.

Look to us to be your partner in the process.

10202 Douglas Ave | Urbandale, IA
515.471.1925
jsieverding@dptmechanical.com
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ELEVATE ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
Campaign StriveS to
revitalize perCeption
iowa aBi and i-am are working in
concert to elevate the perception of
advanced manufacturing and to arm
iowans with the skills they need to
engage in iowa’s workforce.
In response to a documented shortage of skilled workers
in Iowa’s advanced manufacturing sector, an unprecedented public-private partnership was created among
three vital sectors: industry, government and education.
Specifically, Iowa’s advanced manufacturing sector, led by
the Iowa Association of Business and Industry (ABI), and
the Iowa-Advanced Manufacturing (I-AM) Consortium, a
collaboration of all 15 Iowa Community Colleges, working
in concert to elevate the perception of advanced manufacturing and to arm Iowans with the skills they need to
engage in Iowa’s workforce.
Many of Iowa’s manufacturing companies produce cutting
edge products, use highly-advanced equipment, and offer
attractive pay and benefits packages to employees. In fact,
according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis in 2011, the
average manufacturing worker made $77,060 annually,
including pay and benefits, while the average worker in
other industries earned $60,168. Despite these advancements, the public’s antiquated view of manufacturing has
caused a lack of interest in manufacturing careers and
education, creating a demand for skilled employees.
The “Elevate Advanced Manufacturing” campaign works
to change this public perception starting within the school
systems to educate children as young as second grade.
“Promoting the value of manufacturing and upping the
cool factor at a young age is one giant step towards
solving our perception challenge,” says Paul Gregoire, VP
Global Human Resources at Emerson/Fisher.

The campaign also focuses on furthering the education of
adults, particularly veterans, trade-affected workers, and
under/unemployed citizens. With this, Iowa’s community
colleges are working closely with industry partners
to build stacked and latticed curriculum and career
pathways in order to create a steady pipeline of skilled
workers for Iowa’s advanced manufacturing in-demand
occupations. Over the next three years, the colleges hope
to serve nearly 3,000 participants with nearly 2,000 of
those individuals earning industry credentials.
This statewide initiative is funded in-part by private industry
support and the I-AM Consortium, which is 100% financed
through a $12,951,162 grant from the Department of
Labor’s Employment & Training Administration.

400 e Court ave #100 | Des moines, ia
515.280.8000
www.iowaabi.org | lfox@iowaabi.org
leaders of innovation
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GLOBAL REACH

As one of the largest and most respected web development firms in the Midwest — with offices in Ames, Des
Moines, and Dubuque — Global Reach has been a
trusted expert for more than 18 years in the field of
website design and development.
Recognizing the need to provide easy-to-use and affordable solutions to businesses in need of managing
and modifying their website in a timely manner, Global
Reach developed SiteViz — a flexible, scalable content
management system. With its robust web page authoring capabilities and dozens of dynamic plug-ins to choose
from, SiteViz allows anyone to manage and grow their
website with no prior programming background required.
“SiteViz is a customer focused, user friendly content
management program that makes web development
easy,” said George Micelone, Director of Student Activities at Iowa State University. “As an administrator of four
SiteViz websites, I use this program on a daily basis. I
can quickly make important updates to my websites and
know they were done correctly.”
In addition to SiteViz, Global Reach’s web development
services include eCommerce and shopping cart solutions, member management software, intranets, mobile
website development, custom-built applications, and
more. Accolades received for these services include two
Standard of Excellence WebAwards in 2012. Presented

by the Web Marketing Association, these awards
recognized the websites of Federal Home Loan Bank of
Des Moines and Becker Underwood.
“Our overall experience with Global Reach was wonderful, from organizing the quote for the projects, all the
way to design, project management, and completion,”
said Fernando Lopez, Marketing Manager at Becker
Underwood.

Our overall experience with Global Reach
was wonderful, from organizing the quote for
the projects, all the way to design, project
management, and completion.
Fernando Lopez
Marketing Manager
Becker Underwood.

Over the years, Global Reach has continued to expand
beyond its original area of specialization in the field of
web development. Offering a full range of services including internet marketing, graphic design, web hosting, VM
cloud hosting and IT support, Global Reach has proven
itself as a full-service technology company. More than
1,000 clients take advantage of these services Global
Reach has to offer. Ranging from small startup businesses to government agencies and large enterprises,
they all have one thing in common – whatever their web
needs, Global Reach has delivered!

2321 N Loop Dr, Ste 101 | Ames, IA
877.254.9828
www.globalreach.com
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IndIanola MunIcIpal utIlItIes

IMU’s Network Services Staff, Back Row: Mike Metcalf, Todd Kielkopf, Eric Lane Front Row: Chelle Klootwyk, Chris Longer

Indianola, Iowa is a city of 15,000 people located fifteen
minutes south of the Des Moines metro. Indianola is a
vibrant, forward thinking community in which to innovate
with access to a state-of-the-art fiber optic network, an
excellent education system and lifestyle amenities.
Indianola Municipal Utilities is the proprietor of central
Iowa’s largest locally-owned and managed fiber-to-the
premise network. Interconnections between regional
wholesale providers at local points of presence bring
ample capacity and redundancy to Indianola customers.
IMU has the ability to lease dark fiber and extend the
network at bandwidth levels to meet customers’ needs.
MCG of Oskaloosa is a licensed network services partner that delivers state-of-the-art telecom and broadband
services to commercial and residential customers via
IMU’s fiber network.
IMU’s Partners Program is drawing other advanced
retail services, such as cloud storage, virtualization,
media content delivery, mobile platforms and more. This
collaborative partnership lowers the cost of market
entry which is attractive to new partners, all the while
promoting the network’s ongoing deployment.
Over the past two years, IMU has led the effort to form

an assessment team that worked together to apply for
and receive Iowa’s first Certified Connected Community
designation under the Connect Iowa program. This
partnership team continues to lead ongoing efforts
to promote technology access as a key pillar to our
community’s development strategy.
IMU is also taking part in the initiative to improve the
flow of tech-oriented ideas and opportunities between
Indianola, the metro and Ames. The first milestone was
opening the EMERGE@Simpson College program, which
brings students and metro-area tech entrepreneurs
together to nurture business concepts and work on
technology startups in various phases of development.
IMU’s mission is to provide our community with essential
services that put the customer first in terms of reliability
and value. Adding IMU Network Services and our collaborative programs places Indianola atop the list of Iowa
cities to innovate over the next several decades. That
innovation is being spurred by converging connectivity,
our business community and entrepreneurial spirit to
position Indianola as a destination location for thriving in
the modern economy.

111 South Suxton St | Indianola, IA
515.962.5301
www.i-m-u.com | toddk@i-m-u.com
leaders of innovation
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IOWA BIOTECH ASSOCIATION

PROUD TO REPRESENT IOWA AT ITS BEST
Advocacy: IowaBio has worked steadily to establish a
Since 1994, the Iowa Biotechnology Association
strong identity for the industry and speak with one voice
(IowaBio) has provided benefits and services to
for our diverse membership, seeking to influence policies
promote the interests and growth of the life sciences
on both the state and federal levels that will enable more
industries in Iowa. IowaBio is a non-profit, memberefficient growth for Iowa and the United
ship-based organization with a
It’s very rewarding to look
States. IowaBio is focused on fostering a
diversified membership including
stronger business and research climate
industry companies from all
back and see how far the
while working with leaders across the
segments of biotechnology, uniIowa Biotech Association
state to attract and retain bioscience
versities and colleges, state and
has come and I am
talent, companies and funding.
federal associations, as well as
confident the association
numerous service and support
will move forward to even
Business Development: IowaBio staff
companies. The Association has
greater heights.
and board members have diversified
worked steadily to establish a
strong identity for the industry
Dave Schisler business and industry backgrounds,
Director of Cargill Biotechnology enabling them to provide sound business
and speak with one voice for our
Development Center
development advice and significant
diverse membership.
networking opportunities.
Educational Outreach: IowaBio understands how imPurchasing Consortium: IowaBio is proud to participate
portant education is on all levels. From kindergarten
in a purchasing consortium that includes industry
to Capitol Hill, Iowa Bio utilizes its non-profit foundamembers, educational institutions and state agencies.
tion, Inspire 21, to enlighten our children, peers and
The contracts initiated by this consortium allow IowaBio
leaders on the benefits of STEM education, as well as
members of any size to receive significant savings through
biotechnology and the many ways it will help meet our
competitively-bid pricing, shipping and servicing benefits.
growing world’s needs.

900 Des Moines St | Des Moines, IA
515.327.9156
www.iowabio.org | info@iowabio.org
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McGladrey llP

Serving client needS worldwide
McGladrey LLP is the fifth largest U.S. provider of assurance, tax and consulting services and the largest
firm focused on serving middle market companies.
The firm has more than 6,500 professionals in
75 offices nationwide. And, as a member of RSM,
the seventh largest global network of independent
accounting, tax and consulting firms, McGladrey has
a presence in 90 countries with more than 32,000
people in over 700 offices.

industry expertise enables the firm to customize its service
approach to reflect the unique needs of a client’s business.

While McGladrey now serves global clients, the firm’s
roots are here in Iowa. McGladrey was founded in 1926
in Cedar Rapids and is now the largest CPA firm in Iowa,
with more than 600 employees in eight Iowa offices,
including Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Iowa City, Davenport, Burlington, Dubuque, Mason City and Waterloo.

In addition, McGladrey has professionals who have
expertise in international business services, wealth
management and corporate finance.

McGladrey differentiates itself with its client-centric
service approach and industry knowledge. In addition to
their expertise in assurance, tax and business consulting,
McGladrey professionals are dedicated to understanding
the industries they serve. In Iowa, the firm serves many of
the state’s top manufacturing, alternative energy, health
care, construction, life sciences and financial services
companies, among others. McGladrey’s commitment to

ServiceS provided by McGladrey
McGladrey may be best known for assurance and tax
services, but the firm also offers a broad range of
cost-effective business consulting services in financial
management, risk management, strategy and information technology.

Whether a company’s desired outcome is reducing tax
payments, streamlining operations, developing an employee benefits package or even expanding internationally,
McGladrey has the capabilities to assist clients with their
most immediate needs and to support them in achieving
longer-term growth goals.
At McGladrey, it’s all about understanding the client, their
business, their aspirations, their challenges.
This understanding enables McGladrey to bring fresh
insights and tailored expertise to help clients succeed.

800.274.3978
www.mcgladrey.com
leaders of innovation
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MCKEE, VOORHEES & SEASE, P.L.C.

PROTECTING INNOVATION
McKee, Voorhees & Sease, P.L.C. (“MVS”) is an intellectual property law firm. The attorneys at MVS assist
in protecting innovations through obtaining patents,
trademarks, and copyrights, resolving intellectual
property disputes through litigation, and licensing
intellectual property.
According to MVS Patent Attorney Heidi Nebel who
heads the firm’s Chemical/Biotech Practice Group, “In
biotechnology, intellectual property can be critical to an
organization’s ability to fully benefit from its investment in
research. It is gratifying to be able to assist innovators in
protecting the fruits of their research.” Nebel continues,
“We know firsthand the high level of innovation that
occurs in Iowa across a broad spectrum of technologies
as we work with Iowa innovators on a daily basis.” MVS
attorneys work with clients from a wide range of different industries including advanced manufacturing and
information technology, as well as biotechnology.

We know firsthand the high level of
innovation that occurs in Iowa across a
broad spectrum of technologies as we work
with Iowa innovators on a daily basis.

There are 18 attorneys at MVS including 16 patent
attorneys with a diverse range of scientific and engineering education and experience including degrees
in molecular biology, chemistry, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, aerospace engineering,
computer engineering, industrial engineering, physics,
pharmacy, and immunology.
The firm is headquartered in Des Moines, Iowa with a
satellite office in Austin, Texas.

801 Grand Ave, Ste 3200 | Des Moines, IA
515.288.3667
www.IPMVS.com | info@ipmvs.com
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Shive-hattery

3D Scanning Benefits: 1. Clash detection. Identify clashes prior to moving equipment so you can plan the move with
precision. 2. Measure hard-to-reach areas. Reduce the risks of fall hazards and other safety concerns.
3. Reduce downtime. Accurate measurements without shutting down, de-energizing or locking out equipment.

Bringing 3d scanning technology to clients
In recent years, Shive-Hattery, an architecture and
engineering firm, has added 3D scanning to their
spectrum of services.

Because the process is more accurate, it means direct
savings for the client as well. “It’s more cost effective
than physically doing the measurements and gives you
better data,” says Mr. Bosch. “This really is cheaper,
faster and better.”

“We have the ability to go into an existing building that
has little or no documentation, do a complete scan
of the space which collects millions of data
Locations in:
points,” says Thomas Bosch, Industrial Sector
Des Moines
Leader at Shive-Hattery. “With that informaCedar Rapids
tion, we create a 3D environment in which
we build our client’s design so we both know
Iowa City
what does and does not fit.”
Quad Cities
It is a large shift from sending in employees
equipped with a ladder and a tape measure, and ShiveHattery has found numerous benefits. “Not only is 3D
scanning more precise and a time saver, but it is much
safer for our employees. It is also not obtrusive for our
clients,” Mr. Bosch says. “They don’t have to shut down
production in their factory, for example, in order for us
to scan the space.”

“3D scanning has improved overall design delivery,
an enhanced benefit to our clients. It also saves
clients money and improves productivity for ShiveHattery,” Mr. Lee says.

According to President Jim Lee, Shive-Hattery
is committed to delivering outstanding service
to clients. This means actively considering
technological advances in the field. “We are focused on
staying current and state-of-the-art,” says Mr. Lee. “We
consistently explore cutting edge options, and as they
become more tried and true, we incorporate them into
our services. We spend a lot of time test driving technology before rolling it out to our clients. We are glad to be
on the leading edge of this.”

800.798.0313
www.shive-hattery.com
leaders of innovation
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ADVANCED
MANUFACTURI NG

Iowa remains an advanced
manufacturing state
We build stuff in Iowa ... lots of stuff. In fact, Iowa’s
$27.6 billion advanced manufacturing industry is
one of the state’s largest business sectors.

During the past five years, 78 percent of the
5,192 patents issued in Iowa directly impacted
manufacturing needs.

Iowa has made advanced manufacturing success a
priority through the years, and this strategy has
worked.

Iowa consistently ranks among the states with
the lowest cost of doing business. Rental and
construction costs for industrial space are 15
percent and 18 percent lower than national
rates, respectively, reports the Iowa Economic
Development Authority.

Iowa consistently appears among the top 10 states
in percentage of gross domestic product (GDP)
from manufacturing, currently ranking sixth.
Though the manufacturing sector has declined
nationally, it is growing here. The growth in
manufacturing GDP in Iowa soared to 24.5 percent
in 2011, compared to only 15 percent in the United
States as a whole, according to the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
Buyers want what we’re selling. In fact, Iowa’s
manufacturing exports grew 179 percent from 2001
to 2011.
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Iowa’s large and highly specialized manufacturing
sector is diverse. For businesses that fit into the
agriculturally driven manufacturing subsector,
Iowa is the sweet spot. Some of these companies
are world-renowned, such as Deere & Co., which
employs more than 13,000 people in Iowa, making
it the state’s largest manufacturing employer.
Others are homegrown success stories that have
carved out their own niches in the Midwest and
around the world.

GOING WITH
THE GRAIN
I

f you think a grain bin is just a grain bin, think again.
It can protect thousands of dollars’ worth of corn and
soybeans. It holds the potential to help feed the world.
It can even provide a home for people in Haiti, thanks to
Sukup Manufacturing Co.’s innovative solutions.
“Our whole mission is protection and shelter,” said
Charles Sukup, president of Sukup Manufacturing Co.,
a family-owned, Sheﬃeld-based manufacturer of grain
bins, grain dryers, material handling equipment and preengineered metal buildings.
The company’s roots date back to 1963, when Sukup’s
father, Eugene, farmed in the Sheﬃeld area. He wanted
to break up the crust that can form on stored corn, and
to that end, he developed a stirring machine. Though
the solution worked, not everyone saw the potential of
his ﬂedgling manufacturing company.
“There were people uptown who said, ‘Why do you
want to work for them? They’re going to be done in 10
years,’” recalled Dennis Foss, one of company’s ﬁrst
employees, who retired in 2012 after 47 years at Sukup
Manufacturing. “They thought it was just a fad.”
Foss, who was Sukup Manufacturing’s purchasing
manager for many years, didn’t listen to the naysayers.
“I grew up on a farm, and I knew that what we were
doing was going to get bigger and better,” he said.

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY SUKUP MANUFACTURING
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elevators, ethanol plants and international ﬁrms like
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.

GOING GLOBAL
Foss was right. From those simple beginnings, Sukup
Manufacturing has evolved into the fastest-growing bin
manufacturer in the world, supplying products to all 50
states and 60 foreign countries.
The trend toward higher yields and growing global
demand for grain to provide food and fuel are creating new
opportunities for Sukup Manufacturing. In addition, high
grain prices make it expensive to cut corners on storage and
lose grain to mold in outside storage, so customers want
proven solutions to protect their sizable investments.
“Right now, China imports 70 percent of their soybeans,
and half of that comes from the United States,” said
Charles Sukup, who recently participated in a trade mission
to China with Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad. “There will be
more demand as standards of living improve in China and
other countries, where high-quality grain is needed to feed
livestock to provide meat.”
Protecting grain quality starts on the farm and at the
country elevator, said Steve Sukup, Charles’ brother, who
serves as the company’s chief ﬁnancial oﬃcer. “We are
proud to be based in Iowa, because it helps us stay close to
our customers and understand their needs,” he said.

“IT’S IMPORTANT TO RETAIN
THIS HOMEGROWN TALENT.”
Charles Sukup
president, Sukup Manufacturing Co

As the size of today’s farms has grown, grain handling
needs have also increased. While 500- or 1,000-bushel bins
were common in 1963 when Eugene Sukup founded the
company, a typical bin now holds 50,000 bushels. Sukup
Manufacturing even makes a 1.5 million-bushel clear-span
bin, said Charles Sukup.
Though dryers that handled 300 bushels of grain per hour
were adequate in years past, one of Sukup Manufacturing’s
most popular on-farm grain dryers today handles 4,700
bushels per hour. Many commercial setups can handle
7,000 bushels per hour, said Steve Sukup, who noted
that the company works closely with commercial grain
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NURTURING HOMEGROWN TALENT
Designing and fabricating this equipment requires skilled
employees who can provide customized solutions. Sukup
Manufacturing employs structural engineers, electrical
engineers, mechanical engineers, industrial engineers,
welders, tool-and-die specialists, computer numerical
control (CNC) machine operators and other skilled
professionals.
When people join Sukup Manufacturing, they tend to
stay, said Steve Sukup. One reason turnover is low is
that the company pays 100 percent of each employee’s
health insurance, oﬀers a proﬁt-sharing plan and provides
a trip to Hawaii when an employee celebrates his or her
10-year anniversary with the company. “More than 25
percent of our employees have been with us more than 10
years,” said Steve Sukup, who is also proud that ﬁve thirdgeneration members of the Sukup family are now helping
to lead the company.
It’s a plus that many of the company’s 490 employees have
a farm background, added Charles Sukup. “Farm people
learn early on how to become self-suﬃcient and come up
with problem-solving solutions at an economical cost,” he
said. “It’s important to retain this homegrown talent.”
Iowa’s high-quality K-12 schools, community colleges and
universities maintain this tradition, he added. “Schools like
Iowa State University do an exceptional job of translating
university research into economic development,” he said.
Sukup Manufacturing also translates innovation into
economic development. “We’ve grown seven times larger
in the past 12 years,” said Steve Sukup, who noted that
the company holds 80 patents and recently added steel
buildings to its product line.
These clear-span constructed buildings range from a
2,000-square-foot agricultural building to a manufacturing
building that encompasses more than 100,000 square
feet. Sukup Manufacturing’s buildings’ sturdy, rigid-frame
structure allows plenty of open area to house machinery,
and the buildings also are adaptable to customer needs,
oﬀering numerous options for a shop, machine shed or
industrial building.

Photo submitted by sukuP manufacturing

Providing homes for haiti

growing for the future

Perhaps the most innovative application of Sukup
Manufacturing’s technology comes in the form of the Safe
T Homes.

Sukup Manufacturing’s role in the global economy
continues to expand. John Bowes, the company’s
director of international sales, was among the 20 Iowans
who participated in a trade mission to Vietnam and the
Philippines in early 2013. After meeting with 12 prospective
customers in Vietnam, he came back with requests from
three of them to become Sukup dealers.

After a massive earthquake devastated Haiti in 2010, Sukup
Manufacturing’s safety director, Brett Nelson, proposed
the idea of transforming grain bins into houses for the
earthquake survivors. “That’s where the innovation of this
company comes in,” said Steve Sukup.
Employees modified the company’s grain bin design to
include louvers along the sides to provide aeration in the
18-foot-diameter Safe T Homes, which stay 15 degrees
cooler inside than the surrounding air. Each home can
shelter six to 10 people, said Steve Sukup, who noted that
the company works closely with the Iowa-based Global
Compassion Network (GCN) to provide Safe T Homes to
people in Haiti, including the Village of Hope.
Sukup Manufacturing has donated nearly a third of the 80
Safety T Homes in Haiti, added Steve Sukup, who noted
that GCN and the Iowa Soybean Association helped fund
the other homes.

This focus on the future motivates the Sukup
Manufacturing team, including founder Eugene Sukup,
84, a member of the Iowa Inventors Hall of Fame who
continues to play an active role with the company. Sukup
Manufacturing’s continued growth also strengthens Iowa’s
role as a top manufacturing state.
“Many people don’t realize that Iowa is sixth among
America’s top 10 states in terms of percentage of gross
domestic product (GDP) from manufacturing,” said Charles
Sukup, citing data from the U.S. Bureau for Economic
Analysis. “We place a high premium on innovation at
Sukup, and we’re proud to manufacture grain solutions that
help feed and fuel the world.” n
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Accumold’s
Micro Niche Creates

BIG
Business

I

tems from electronics to medical devices continue
to shrink in size while increasing in power, thanks
to the artistry and science of micro-molded plastic.
Accumold in Ankeny has led this revolution for many
years by producing intricate precision parts for customers
worldwide.
“We have a 25-year start on all things micro,” said Roger
Hargens, president and CEO of Accumold, which was
launched in a rented garage in Ankeny in 1985.
From the beginning, Accumold has focused on industries
that demand fast turnaround for small, complex parts,
including micro-electronics, automotive, fiber optics,
medical and military/aerospace. Accumold specializes in
critical components that require a high level of precision,
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such as plastic connectors for hearing aid batteries.
“Our business is 100-percent custom orders,” said Hargens,
who was an original investor in Accumold.
Micro-molding demands very small tolerances, ranging
from .001 inch or tighter. These tiny parts also typically
have complex geometries. Accumold has carved a niche
by building specialized molding machines engineered
to handle volumes that vary from one-off prototypes to
millions of items per year, while maintaining consistent,
precise tolerances that are unique in the industry.
Accumold’s micro-molded parts can be found in electronics,
cellphones, telecommunications equipment, surgical tools,
medical devices, antennas, connectors, classified military
applications and more.
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As demand for these products has grown, Accumold
became the ﬁrst company in Ankeny to access the city
council’s Local Business Investment Policy in the fall of
2010. This support provides up to a 10-year package of
industrial property tax exemption, property tax rebates,
grants and loans to companies in the targeted industries of
advanced manufacturing, bioscience, logistics and business
services/information technology that are making new
investments in facilities and expanding employment.

“WE HAVE A 25-YEAR START
ON ALL THINGS MICRO.”
Roger Hargens
president and CEO, Accumold

“This allowed us to grow faster and better,” said Hargens.
Accumold recently expanded its manufacturing space from
38,000 square feet to 82,000 square feet and will hire 46
new employees in the next several years.
“Accumold is a homegrown Iowa success story,” said
Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad. “I’ve known Roger Hargens for
many years, and he’s a guy who makes things happen.
Accumold is an industry leader because he has infused his
determination, vision and pursuit of excellence into every
person who works here – and they’ve responded in true
Iowa tradition.”

EXPORTS INCREASE ACCUMOLD’S BUSINESS
Accumold’s recent expansion is supporting additional
business growth for the company, whose workforce
includes 160 employees. The team produces and ships an
array of precision micro-plastic components to customers
across the United States and around the globe, including
Europe and Southeast Asia.
“We started doing business internationally many years
ago,” said Hargens, who noted that nearly 70 percent of
the items that Accumold produces are exported outside
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the continental United States. “One of the best parts of
my day is working with Accumold’s employees to meet our
customers’ unique needs.”
To ensure that the Accumold team supplies the highquality components that customers require, the company
maintains a strong partnership with Des Moines Area
Community College (DMACC) in Ankeny. In 2006,
Accumold created the Accumold Scholars Program to
help train the company’s future workforce while raising
awareness of DMACC’s tool and die, electronics, robotics
and automation programs.
Up to four scholarships are awarded each year, Hargens
said, and Accumold pays 100 percent of the recipients’
tuition and provides on-the-job training while the students
complete their degree at DMACC. Each Accumold
scholarship covers the technical credits required for the
DMACC machinist diploma (ﬁrst year) and the die making
diploma (second year). The value of the award is estimated
at more than $9,500.
The company also oﬀers scholarship winners the option of
full-time employment with Accumold after graduation, said
Hargens, who noted that 31 Accumold scholarships have
been awarded since 2006.

GROWING FOR THE FUTURE
Attracting and retaining skilled employees is vital to
Accumold, which is focused on long-term, sustainable
growth. “To be an innovation leader, we need to tap the
creativity, ingenuity and work ethic that represents the
best of Iowa,” Hargens said. “In today’s competitive global
economy, we win by being nimble, determined and smart
about what we do.”
Though Hargens’ work takes him around the world,
he’s always glad to come home to Ankeny. “A company
with Accumold’s track record and potential could locate
anywhere, but we want to be right here,” he said. “We’re
committed to growing in Central Iowa and plan to be
around for a long time.” n

Iowa Energy Center

Biomass Energy
Conversion
The Biomass Energy Conversion (BECON)
facility supports the development of biobased technologies by helping researchers and
entrepreneurs install and operate pilot-scale
process demonstration systems. The facility serves
as a platform for researchers interested in taking
bench-scale research to the pilot scale, and for
entrepreneurs looking to move technologies beyond
the development stage to full commercialization.
BECON, along with other world-class R&D
capabilities available near Ames, Iowa along
the Highway 30 corridor, provides resources
for developing bio-based fuels, chemicals, and
products that are among the best in the world.

Bridging the gaps
between laboratory
research and realworld applications.
For more information, please
visit iowaenergycenter.org
or contact BECON staff at
515.382.1774.

EmErson/fishEr builds on a

CEntury of innovation
photo submittEd by EmErson/fishEr

C

ontrolling the flow of liquids and gases in refineries,
power plants and other industrial facilities sounds
simple enough, but it requires sophisticated valves and
other equipment that must be engineered accurately to
withstand extreme pressure and temperature.
That’s where Emerson Electric Co.’s process management
division’s operations in Marshalltown come in. With a 133year reputation for solving engineering challenges, Emerson
and its Fisher Controls International subsidiary transform “it’s
never been done before” into “consider it solved.”
“Our products work behind the scenes across many diverse
industries to make everyday living better,” said Terry
Buzbee, group vice president of final control at Fisher.
“We supply control valves and other equipment for the
oil refineries that produce gasoline to fuel people’s cars
and trucks. Our equipment is also used in the plants that
generate the electricity to power the lights, computers,
refrigerators and other appliances in countless homes,
offices, schools, hospitals and other facilities.”
Emerson, a global company with nearly $25 billion in annual
revenues, manufactures, installs and services a wide range of
products that control the flow of liquids and gases in facilities
operated by some of the world’s largest companies, including
DuPont Co., Royal Dutch Shell PLC, Exxon Mobil Corp.,
Westinghouse Electric Co. and Dow Chemical Co. In fact,
the company’s Fisher division is the world’s leading supplier
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of control valves and control instrumentation. Fisher’s final
control systems help ensure that paper mills, chemical plants,
refineries, electricity generating stations and many other
industrial plants around the world operate properly.
In a power plant, it’s common for equipment to handle 4,000
to 5,000 pounds of pressure at extremely high flow rates.
“That’s like standing next to a jet that’s ready to take off,”
Buzbee said. “Our equipment must be able to handle these
tough applications. If we don’t do it right, plants can blow up.”

GoinG Global
Safety and innovation are priorities at Emerson, a Fortune
150 company with thousands of employees worldwide in
such far-flung locales as Dubai, Switzerland, Brazil, England
and Singapore. Though nearly 60 percent of the company’s
business takes place outside the United States, Marshalltown
remains the Fisher division’s global headquarters and is the
home base for 1,250 of the firm’s employees.
“We’re proud that the Fisher brand is extremely well known
around the world,” said Buzbee.
The company’s Iowa roots date back to 1880, thanks to English
immigrant William Fisher, who served as chief engineer for
the city of Marshalltown. One cold night when a raging fire
threatened the community, Fisher was called from his home to
help maintain water pressure for the town’s firefighters.

Exhausted from hand-throttling the steam-driven pumps
through the night, Fisher knew there had to be a better
way. He developed a constant pressure pump, applied
for a patent and began manufacturing the device in a
building located where Emerson’s Innovation Center in
Marshalltown now stands.
Fisher’s company thrived and remained a family-owned
business until 1969, when it was purchased by Monsanto
Co. In 1992, Emerson acquired Fisher from Monsanto.
Through the years, much of the company’s growth has
been attributed to its engineers’ passion for developing
high-performance, reliable Fisher control valves to meet
the needs of the ever-changing process control industry,
Buzbee said. In many cases, Fisher product speciﬁcations
are more stringent than the industry standards set by
regulatory agencies.
Today, Emerson and Fisher have many qualiﬁed, factorytrained personnel in the United States, the United
Kingdom, United Arab Emirates and Singapore to serve
customers. “That’s part of what makes this such an
incredible story,” Buzbee said. “We have a grand history
that reﬂects the transformation of a small-town Iowa
company into a global ﬁrm.”

CREATING CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
New employees are mentored and encouraged to inject their
thinking and creativity to make the company’s products,
processes and technologies better. These specialists have
the opportunity to grow their careers by evaluating control
valve equipment using multiple instruments and methods,
managing accounts and multimillion-dollar projects
for companies in the process automation industry and
supporting Emerson’s global sales network.

“WE WANT TO INVEST IN
THE NEXT GENERATION.”
Terry Buzbee
group vice president of ﬁnal control, Fisher

“In addition, much of our equipment is custom-designed
for speciﬁc applications, and that requires a lot of testing,”
Buzbee said. “We’ve enhanced our capability by investing
more than $40 million on a new Innovation Center and
ﬂow lab.”
The Innovation Center is the company’s ﬁfth generation of
this type of facility. It reﬂects the scale and size of modern
reﬁneries and power plants, which have grown by four

times or more, compared to plants of the 1950s.
“At our global headquarters in Marshalltown, hundreds of
ﬂow-control experts help keep the Fisher product portfolio
on the leading edge,” Buzbee said. “This is the type of
facility where young engineers aspire to work. When they
get here, we pair them with experienced professionals who
are more than willing to teach what they know.”

MAKING MARSHALLTOWN A
WORLD-CLASS COMMUNITY
This also highlights the importance of STEM (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics) education and
innovation, Buzbee added. Emerson’s team in Marshalltown
includes more than 300 engineers with specializations
ranging from electrical engineering to mechanical
engineering, welders, machinists, assemblers, ﬁnance
experts, marketing specialists and sales professionals.
Through the years, Emerson has been awarded 325 U.S.
patents. It also received the 2010 Edison Award, which
honors innovation excellence. “We’ve developed a high skill
set within the company, and we take a tremendous amount
of pride in our work,” Buzbee said.
Some of this success is linked to Iowa’s agricultural
heritage, he said: “People who’ve grown up on farms tend
to have mechanical skills and know how to ﬁx things.
Some of our employees have continued to farm and work
for Fisher in the winter.”
Emerson also beneﬁts by being located near a premier
educational and research institution like Iowa State University
in Ames. To continue attracting top talent to its Marshalltown
headquarters, Emerson strives to invest in the community
to enhance the quality of life. The company supports STEM
education programs in the local school district and also
promotes the Marshalltown Business and Education Alliance
and the Marshalltown Education Partnership (MEP), which
strives to make post-secondary education available to all
graduates of Marshalltown High School.
Through MEP, students who maintain at least a 2.75 grade
point average and have a 95 percent attendance record can
get half of their tuition covered at Marshalltown Community
College. “Education is a huge priority for our company, and
we want to invest in the next generation,” Buzbee said.
The company has no plans to leave Marshalltown, he
added. “Marshalltown has been good to us, and we
don’t see a need to go anywhere else,” he said. “A major
corporation in a small town is a great mix that gives us a
pretty cool sandbox to play in.” n
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Eurofins Puts Food
SaFety to thE tEst
E

ach time you sit down to a meal, hit the drive-through at
a restaurant or buy a snack at a convenience store, you
probably aren’t too worried about the safety of the food. The
team of scientists at Eurofins US in Des Moines works hard
behind the scenes to provide you with this peace of mind.
“We make sure that food for people and pets is safe,”
said Marc Scantlin, vice president of Eurofins’ U.S. food
division, which tests everything from infant formula to
spices to grain. “That’s why we use cutting-edge science
to lead the industry.”
With its network of commercial testing laboratories
strategically located throughout the United States, Eurofins
serves the food, livestock feed, pet food, animal health,
dietary supplement, pharmaceutical and biotech industries.
At its Des Moines headquarters, Eurofins’ scientists test
thousands of samples each year for microscopic organisms
that can degrade food and grain quality.
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Eurofins offers more than 100,000 testing methods, and
its Des Moines location receives food and grain samples
from clients worldwide. “Our lab is set up to handle 200,000
samples a year,” said Anders Thomsen, laboratory director.
“We serve all types of clients, from small mom-and-pop
businesses to multibillion-dollar companies.”

timing is EvErything
Hundreds of samples arrive daily at Eurofins’ chemistry
laboratory, where they are assigned a bar code to ensure
traceability. Clients may need to know the dietary fiber or
vitamin content of their product, or the number of calories
per serving of their food. Others may need to ensure that
their products don’t harbor salmonella, listeria or other
harmful microbes.
Sometimes Eurofins acts as a “referee” between buyers and
sellers to verify that the seller’s product contains the amount

of oil or other ingredients claimed on the label or reﬂected
in the price, said Thomsen, who works with the National
Oilseed Processors Association and other industry leaders.
Euroﬁns has invested millions of dollars in the sophisticated
scientiﬁc instruments that provide these answers and
ensure accuracy. Many clients send samples daily, and
Euroﬁns scientists work 365 days a year, including holidays,
to ensure that clients receive a timely turnaround—often
in 24 hours or less. Clients can log onto Euroﬁns’ website
to receive their test results as soon as they’re available.
Euroﬁns has also developed an app so clients can access
test results quickly via a mobile device.
“It’s not unusual for a client to have a shipment of their
product on a truck waiting to unload at a retailer,” Scantlin
said. “As soon as they have the results from our lab that
everything is OK, the product can be delivered. We’ve come
a long way from the days when we could only mail or fax
the test results.”

STRENGTHENING LINKS IN THE
FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN
Providing fast, reliable service requires a highly trained
team of experts. Euroﬁns’ Des Moines location hires
chemists, microbiologists, food scientists, client services
specialists and information technology (IT) developers. The
team has grown dramatically, from 70 employees ﬁve years
ago to 142 employees today.

“Since people and pets always have to eat, the highquality jobs at Euroﬁns will be here for the long term,”
said Scantlin, who noted that Euroﬁns employs 13,000
people worldwide. “We have many 20- and 30-year
employees at our Des Moines location.”

“WE SERVE ALL TYPES OF CLIENTS,
FROM SMALL MOM-AND-POP
BUSINESSES TO MULTIBILLION
DOLLAR COMPANIES.”
Anders Thomsen
laboratory director, Euroﬁns

IT specialists are especially in demand, said Mary Kay
Krogull, president: “We’re always hiring software
developers to write code for our Laboratory Information
Management System (LIMS), which enables fully
automated analysis in our laboratory.”
Euroﬁns’ computer technology and scientiﬁc expertise
work together to provide clients with reliable, traceable
results. This vital information helps companies ensure the
highest levels of food safety. “We know that a food recall
can create serious credibility challenges and ﬁnancial
hardships for companies, and we want to help prevent
these problems,” Scantlin said.
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He cited the E. coli outbreak at Jack in the Box restaurants
in 1993, where contaminated meat sickened hundreds of
people and forever changed food safety measures in America.
Another milestone that has brought food safety to the
forefront is the U.S. Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA).
Signed into law in January 2011, FSMA is the most sweeping
reform of U.S. food safety laws in more than 70 years.

employees have a solid ag background. “Since we test grain
that’s used in livestock feed and other products, it’s helpful
to have people who understand the toxins associated with
grain,” Thomsen said. “We also appreciate Iowans’ strong
work ethic.”

“This is a complete overhaul of how the United States
approaches food safety,” Scantlin said. “It shifts the focus
from responding to contamination to preventing it.”

Euroﬁns, which celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2013, also
recruits talent from other states to its Des Moines location,
which is one of the company’s Centers of Excellence.
Employees have come from Georgia, Texas and beyond.
“While the food and ingredient testing business is highly
competitive, Euroﬁns is one of the biggest players in the
industry,” Krogull said.

To meet these standards, Euroﬁns helps clients ﬁnd the
most cost-eﬀective and complete analytical solutions
for their testing needs. Iowa oﬀers an ideal location for
this work, Thomsen said. “We’ve established a good
relationship with Iowa State University, which has an
excellent food science department,” he said. “We also work
closely with many ISU researchers and have employed
quite a few ISU graduates through the years.”
In addition, Euroﬁns’ 60,000-square-foot facility in Des
Moines provides a prime location to serve the company’s
broad base of clients, many of whom are located in
Iowa. It’s a plus that many of Euroﬁns’ Des Moines

“THIS IS A COMPLETE
OVERHAUL OF HOW THE
UNITED STATES APPROACHES
FOOD SAFETY.”
Marc Scantlin
vice president, Euroﬁns
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GROWING FOR THE FUTURE

Even Euroﬁns itself relocated to Iowa from Memphis, Tenn.,
following the company’s acquisition in 2000 of WoodsonTenent Labs, which had operated in Des Moines since the
1950s. “I’d like to thank the state of Iowa for encouraging us
to come here,” Scantlin said. “Their incentives kept us from
going to another state, and the relationships we’ve built in
Iowa have helped the company grow.”
Euroﬁns remains focused on growth at its Des Moines location.
There’s always something new in the food business, whether
it’s a surge in popularity of omega-3 fatty acids to concerns
about trans fats, Thomsen said. “We want to stay close to our
clients, and we appreciate all the local support we’ve received
to help serve our clients more eﬀectively,” he said.
Innovation and Iowa are a natural ﬁt, Scantlin added. “Iowa
is known as the corn state, but we are really the biotech
state,” he said. “Euroﬁns is proud to be part of this, and it’s
satisfying to know that we’re making a positive diﬀerence
in food safety here and around the world.” n
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THE MOST PROGRESSIVE
MARKETING FIRM IN THE NATION...

®

USING BIG DATA IN A BIG WAY
In December of 2011 an idea was brought to life...
Veteran technologist John R. Stokka took his nearly
three decades of experience working with small
businesses and internet marketing, leased an ofﬁce in
downtown Des Moines and opened shop two ﬂoors
above Startup City Des Moines, in the heart of Des
Moines’ tech startup scene known as “silicon sixth.”
“Every small business faces the same challenge,”
says Stokka, “how to compete with the big boys on a
limited marketing budget.”
DomiKnow’s core is a proprietary data base with
more than 350 million US consumer records and
nearly 400 ﬁelds of demographics, as Stokka
recognized the need for small businesses to utilize
big data in a big way.
DomiKnow uses its database to grow any small
business in the nation to identify a target
demographic and begin sending weekly email
campaigns.
This irrigation drip marketing technique is used
by Fortune 500 companies daily; however
DomiKnow was built to level the playing ﬁeld
between small shops and the Goliath corporate
brands with which they compete. Not only does
DomiKnow provide all of the content, graphic design

and marketing expertise for their clients, they also
use their massive database to deliver the right
messaging to hyper-targeted groups selected for
their clients.
As the company began to grow customers and
staff, DomiKnow acquired a local social media
marketing company to complement the email
component.
It’s not just about posting, tweeting and
messaging; it’s about engagement and DomiKnow
knows that by utilizing their proprietary analytic
and modeling technology, integrated with their
powerful database, they are able to measure the
effectiveness of their messaging.
As one of the most progressive marketing companies
in the nation, this small startup technology company
utilizes their data by offering:

-

email marketing
social media management
custom website design
print, press and content

Today DomiKnow’s young and energetic marketing
team provides digital marketing experts who
supply the equivalent of a full service marketing team
for any small business at a very affordable price.

www.DomiKnow.com
Des Moines, IA 50309

|

1-855-DomiKnow

Publicly traded as OTC:DMNO

IN FO RMATI ON
T ECHNOLOGY

Iowa innovators develop
world-class technology
Computers and information technology (IT) hold
the power to transform the world, and Iowa tech
companies of all sizes are breaking new ground
in communications, food production, genetics,
medicine, business management and more.
Today, Iowa’s technology industry employs
more than 76,000 professionals and accounts for
nearly $10.7 billion, or 8.8 percent, of the state’s
gross domestic product (GDP). These numbers
are steadily growing, reports the Technology
Association of Iowa (TAI), which promotes Iowa’s
tech-based economy.
Iowa’s major industry sectors, including insurance,
agriculture and manufacturing, rely on sophisticated
IT to compete in today’s global economy. Businesses
of all types count on solutions supplied by a
wide range of Iowa technology companies, from
international corporations to startups.
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Iowa’s tech sector continues to fuel broadbased economic growth statewide, creating
lucrative career opportunities for skilled
specialists in software development, database
administration, infrastructure management,
network administration, project management,
server administration, Web systems development
and more.
In the fast-paced world of technology, an
estimated 1.6 million IT professionals will be
needed nationwide by 2016, according to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. This trend is expected to
gain momentum as the Baby Boomers retire.
As the Information Age accelerates, more of
these opportunities will continue to grow in Iowa.
Discover how a thriving IT sector makes Iowa a
great place for world-class technology innovators
of all types.

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY JOHN DEERE

RISE

OF
THE

SMART MACHINES

DEERE’S INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS GROUP POWERS PRECISION

I

n years past, farm equipment and construction machinery
were simply big iron with horsepower that multiplied the
work of a farmer or contractor through brute force. Contrast
this with today’s sophisticated equipment, which is loaded
with advanced technology. These mobile data centers
produce an array of information that’s critical to decisionmaking on the farm and the work site.

For Deere, the world’s leading producer of agricultural
equipment, information technology (IT) has become a key
value driver for developing customer solutions and gaining
a competitive advantage in markets around the globe.
Technology designed by ISG, for example, allows large
combines and tractors to use GPS devices to maximize
precision agriculture.

At Deere & Co., deploying this powerful computer technology
requires the expertise of the company’s Intelligent Solutions
Group (ISG), a key business unit based in Urbandale.

“This means John Deere equipment becomes even more exact
in planting, fertilizing and harvesting, allowing for a wealth
of information to be collected for the producer about these
activities so future work can be improved with data,” May said.

“ISG serves John Deere’s global equipment divisions as
a leader in the design and manufacturing of high-tech
solutions that radically improve the productivity and
eﬃciency of John Deere customers,” said John May,
president of agricultural solutions and chief information
oﬃcer at Deere. “This helps meet the challenge of feeding
the world and creating much-needed infrastructure all
across the globe.”

Telematics also help with ﬂeet and machine management
and maintenance. This solution utilizes cellphone
technology and enables a system called JD Link™, which
allows equipment owners to work with their dealer, if
desired, to monitor the performance and location of the
equipment. “This can be an important feature on the farm
site or the construction work site,” May said.
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In one recent example, a father-and son team had identical
John Deere farm equipment, but one tractor had poorer fuel
economy than the other. By studying the available data from
the machinery, the farmers and their dealer were able to
determine that the two drivers had different habits in the use
of the automatic transmission. “By changing this behavior,
the pair saved money in their operation,” May said.
The examples go well beyond the simple case of increased
fuel economy, however. “Deere’s high-tech solutions can
provide a broad range of benefits that not only reduce fuel
consumption but also apply just the right amount of seed or
fertilizer for optimum production,” May said. “In addition,
a wealth of data is collected during operations to help
improve future decisions.”
The benefits of this technology don’t stop at the farm gate. In
the construction and forestry industries, just as in agriculture,
large fleets of equipment can be centrally managed to know
their exact location, monitor their usage, identify maintenance
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needs and track other important tasks. “All this ensures
the machines have increased uptime, a key factor when the
machines’ usage is tied to the production and profitability of
those who manage and operate it,” May said.

GoinG Global
ISG is part of Deere’s technology network that serves
customers in North America, South America, Europe,
Australia and India. Whether it’s a mega-farm in central
Brazil, a large farming operation in northern China or a highproduction farm in another of the world’s breadbaskets such
as western Europe, there’s a high likelihood that Iowa-built
John Deere equipment and ISG support is on the scene.
“The degree to which the high-tech products designed
by Deere’s ISG are used in these various locations is quite
different,” May said. “While each market is unique in its
adoption of the technology, all customers need the tools
that improve productivity.”

TECHNOLOGY POWERS DEERE’S BIG LEAP
Not only is Deere’s ISG rooted in Iowa, but Deere
also remains Iowa’s largest manufacturing employer.
Advanced manufacturing and IT at Deere’s locations
across the state work together to help the company
remain competitive on a global scale, said Ken Golden,
Deere’s director of global public relations.
“An example is the redevelopment of Deere’s foundry
operations in Waterloo, where John Deere builds highhorsepower tractors used by the world’s most productive
farmers,” Golden said. “Deere has made major investments
to develop this into a premier high-technology, largecastings foundry with the ability to produce innovative
equipment designs.”
Deere also continues to implement factory master
plans that bring advanced manufacturing techniques to
the forefront. “The use of robotics, lasers and ﬂexible
production capabilities place Deere in a position to
more rapidly respond to market demand and customer
preferences,” Golden said.

“WHILE EACH
MARKET IS UNIQUE
IN ITS ADOPTION
OF TECHNOLOGY,
ALL CUSTOMERS
NEED THE TOOLS
THAT IMPROVE
PRODUCTIVITY.”
John May
president of agricultural solutions and CIO , John Deere

Consider the company’s new 300,000-square-foot
manufacturing facility at the John Deere Des Moines
Works in Ankeny. “This expansion is unique,” said John
Teeple, factory manager. “It’s not just an addition to
an existing building. This is the ﬁrst major stand-alone
manufacturing facility in North America that Deere has
invested in since the late 1970s.”

Deere’s 455-acre Ankeny campus serves as a hub for the
majority of the cotton harvesting equipment made by
the company, as well as a production facility for a broad
array of crop-care equipment, including sprayers, seed
drills and planters. The new 300,000-square-foot assembly
building is on track to be the most technologically
advanced agricultural sprayer manufacturing facility in
the world, Teeple noted. “It’s a leap forward for advanced
manufacturing,” he said.
Employees will assemble sprayers in the facility, which
incorporates many advanced manufacturing technologies
and is designed for expansion. An automated guided
vehicle (AGV) system will move the sprayer assemblies
from one workstation to the next. The AGV is integrated
with mistake-prooﬁng tools and test equipment to qualitycheck the equipment as it moves down the assembly line.
Computerized vision systems will also assist workers in
correctly identifying parts, and they will send a message to
the AGV system if an incorrect part is used.
Deere is proud to be part of the growing advancedmanufacturing base that’s emerging in Central Iowa,
Teeple said. This opportunity is enhanced by the area’s
close proximity to skilled labor and leading educational
institutions such as Iowa State University and Des Moines
Area Community College (DMACC), which partner with
Deere on a variety of educational opportunities for Deere’s
hourly and salaried employees.

SUPPORTING A HIGHER QUALITY OF LIFE
Deere has been honored in the past year for its business
and innovation leadership in several major rankings. The
company was named to Fortune magazine’s World’s Most
Admired Companies, the Reputation Institute’s list of
America’s Most Reputable Companies and the Ethisphere
Institute’s ranking of the World’s Most Ethical Companies.
Just as important in the technology world is Deere’s
placement among the top companies in InformationWeek
magazine’s selection of the Most Innovative Users of
Business Technology, Golden said.
Technology advances and agricultural mechanization will
continue to open and expand markets worldwide, May
said. “Deere is uniquely positioned to capitalize on these
economic tailwinds,” he said. “Just as important, we’re in a
position to make a diﬀerence in the world by supporting a
higher quality of life.” n
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hough the holidays put many companies in the black,
they can also stretch retailers’ credit card processing
systems to the max. Often, the only thing standing
between success and disaster is high-tech software
developed by TeamQuest Corp. in Clear Lake.

on large mainframe computers. Though the equipment
has evolved dramatically through the years, one thing
hasn’t changed, Ruble said: “The companies we serve
make a big investment in computer technology, and they
need it to work eﬃciently.”

“We help companies get more bang for their buck with their
computing system,” said Jerred Ruble, TeamQuest’s president
and CEO. “When Visa Europe came to us to prepare for heavy
sales at Christmas, we made sure their system had enough
capacity to process more than 730 transactions per second
per day, which amounted to 1.4 billion euros.”

TeamQuest’s IT solutions work across a variety of
platforms, from IBM to Hewlett-Packard systems. These
resources also help clients maximize their IT investment,
said Ruble, who noted that nearly half of TeamQuest’s 185
employees are computer engineers.

TeamQuest also provided software solutions when Verizon
Wireless launched its iPhone service a few years ago. The
company developed a software model to predict what
computing resources Verizon would need to accept all
orders placed online and in stores. Due to the accuracy of
the model’s predictions, Verizon was able to meet every
customer’s needs.
“This was one of Verizon’s largest orders ever, and they were
able to handle each order eﬃciently and on time,” Ruble said.

SUCCEEDING IN ‘SILI-CORN VALLEY’
Demands for mobile computing, online banking, cloud
storage systems and more are driving companies’ needs for
standardized and customized technology solutions.
“We help clients ensure that they have suﬃcient
computing horsepower for a variety of business needs,”
said Ruble, who has more than 30 years of software and
management experience. “This can translate into a strong
return on investment.”
Leading retailers, ﬁnancial institutions, insurance
companies, government agencies, wireless communication
providers and more rely on TeamQuest for information
technology (IT) solutions. Though TeamQuest serves
companies around the globe, the business’s founders are
proud to maintain their Midwestern roots.
“We call this the ‘Sili-Corn Valley,’” said Ruble, who founded
the company in 1991 with two colleagues from Unisys Corp.
in Clear Lake.
When the trio started TeamQuest, companies still relied

The team also includes software developers, marketing
and sales professionals and other IT specialists. While
the company prefers to hire homegrown Iowa talent,
TeamQuest also goes where the talent is, Ruble said, and
some employees work remotely from other states.

“AS FAST AS
TECHNOLOGY
MOVES TODAY, IF
YOU’RE NOT MOVING
FORWARD, YOU’RE
MOVING BACKWARD.”
Jerred Ruble
president and CEO, TeamQuest

Still, 140 of TeamQuest’s employees are based in Clear Lake,
home of the company’s worldwide headquarters. “Many of
our specialists come from farms or small towns and have
the Midwestern work ethic,” Ruble said, though TeamQuest
also has oﬃces in Sweden, Germany, France and the United
Kingdom. “They work hard to get the job done right.”
Employees appreciate Iowa’s quality of life, said Ruble, who
is proud that TeamQuest is an employee-owned company.
Retaining skilled workers has helped the company grow
and position itself for the future.
“As fast as technology moves today, if you’re not moving
forward, you’re moving backward,” Ruble said. “It’s a
challenging business, and we want to provide solutions to
help our clients succeed. n
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Grounded
in Conservation
aGren’s software Helps proteCt water, soil Quality
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lthough farmers are ahead of the technology
curve, thanks to their rapid adoption of precision
agricultural equipment, Tom Buman and his brother,
Stan, saw a tremendous need for software that can help
conservation catch up with modern agriculture.

This technology was a tremendous help to Terry Axman, a
Carroll resident, who wanted to install a pond on 235 acres
of Audubon County land he purchased in 2008. PondBuilder
expedited a process that had made little progress during
the ﬁrst few years.

“Farmers and landowners are looking for a way for
conservation to plug into all this technology they have
today,” said Tom Buman, president of Agren Inc., a private
consulting company in Carroll. “Getting more conservation
on the ground is what drives us.”

Axman began working with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) Audubon County oﬃce in 2008 to discuss options
for a pond. By 2010, an initial plan had been developed,
but Axman realized he could save some trees on his land
by moving a dam slightly. “I now realize the change I
requested required a full new design and new drawings,”
said Axman, who was discouraged and frustrated by the
process.

Agren has created a number of online tools that can
help contractors design ponds, sediment control basins,
wetlands and waterways in minutes, rather than hours,
while oﬀering landowners a variety of options.
“In the past, conservation required time to meet with
landowners and operators, time to create and consider
alternatives, time to select the best option for any given
situation and time to create additional options if the
ﬁrst one isn’t right for the landowner,” said Stan Buman,
Tom’s brother, who serves as vice president of Agren.
“We are developing an online suite of tools to get more
planning, options and accurate cost estimates done in
less time, which leads to more completed projects.”

SOLUTIONS LEVERAGE LIDAR
AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY
If a landowner wants to install a pond, for example, a
contractor or conservation technician can use Agren’s
PondBuilder software to create multiple options for pond
depth, size and cost. The program will then generate an
aerial photo with the conservation practice shown. This
process, which used to take 40 hours or more using soil
maps, aerial photography, paper elevation and contour
maps to create a single option, now can be completed in
just 30 minutes.
At the heart of Agren’s suite of planning tools is a
geographical information system (GIS) that leverages
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology to
pinpoint elevations across the Iowa landscape. “The
landowner gets input on options, and you can quickly
generate every possible pond that could be built on this
land,” Stan Buman said.

“GETTING MORE
CONSERVATION ON THE
GROUND IS WHAT DRIVES US.”
Tom Buman
president, Agren Inc.

When he heard about Agren’s PondBuilder, he could see its
merits immediately. “This program makes the calculations
to give you what you need to know about building a pond,”
said Axman, who worked with Stan Buman.
In less than 30 minutes, Axman could evaluate a variety
of options for his pond. He also received a computerized
drawing of how his original pond would ﬁt on his land and
how the pond would ﬁt if the dam were moved to save trees.
“The beauty of PondBuilder was that I could choose diﬀerent
sizes and various locations for the pond. In just minutes I got
good cost estimates, along with a drawing of the pond area
on an aerial map.”
Not only did PondBuilder’s results match up with NRCS
speciﬁcations, but the cost estimates were pretty close
as well, according to Axman. “I really appreciate this
technology,” he said. “Having PondBuilder’s options up
from the beginning might have avoided our ‘false start,’
which could have saved NRCS the time of developing a
second drawing and would have allowed me to start ﬁshing
in my pond sooner.”
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Technology aTTracTs a wide
range of proponenTs
The slow pace of conservation implementation that
Axman experienced was the driving force behind Tom
Buman’s decision to create Agren in 1996. What began
as a fledgling company in his basement has grown into a
thriving small business that began offering software to
clients in late 2009 and early 2010.
Today, Agren offers six different information technology
(IT) solutions, ranging from PondBuilder to a soil loss
calculator. Agren’s software is used in 59 of Iowa’s 100
soil and water conservation districts and is also used in
Minnesota, Nebraska and Ohio.
The Agren team, which contracts with software developers
to create these products, takes conservation personally.
“We grew up with an appreciation for nature,” said Stan
Buman, who was raised on a farm near Harlan. “Dad would
take us fishing and hunting, and he instilled the importance
of conservation in us from an early age.”
Agren’s commitment to adding more IT options to
farmers’ conservation toolbox has been praised by a
number of organizations, including the NRCS, the Iowa
Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship,
Des Moines Water Works, the Iowa Natural Heritage
Foundation, the Iowa Farm Bureau Federation, the
Iowa Corn Growers Association and the Iowa Land
Improvement Contractors’ Association (LICA).
“To me, this is where farmers and contractors need to
go to get faster, more precise results that lead to more
conservation practices,” said Tim Recker, a farmer, past LICA
president and owner of Recker Excavating Inc. in northeast
Iowa. “I see tremendous potential with Agren’s technology.”
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puTTing Technology To work
In an era of cash-strapped state and federal budgets,
conservation agencies are not likely to add more staff
to help farmers and landowners implement practices
to protect soil and water quality, noted Stan Buman, a
former NRCS employee.

M

To fill the gap, Agren continues to develop new software
that makes it easier and faster for farmers and landowners
to find the solutions they need. The team works with
subject-matter experts, including university researchers
and NRCS engineers, to provide practical, useful tools.
“There are endless opportunities with software
development for conservation,” said Jamie Ridgely, a
co-owner of Agren. “We want to lead the way by working
with local government agencies to make conservation
planning easy and encouraging the private sector to get
involved.”
Conservation technicians and contractors across Iowa
are taking advantage of Agren’s online solutions, as well
as Agren’s training and customer service support. “We’re
using the program to advise landowners and farmers about
their options on pond sizes and waterway sizes,” said Denis
Schulte, an NRCS district conservationist who serves Sac
and Calhoun counties.
Agren’s work is attracting attention beyond the ag
community. Angel investors from various organizations
have been working with the company to finance continued
growth. That’s inspiring to Stan Buman. “There’s always
more than can be done to improve conservation, and we
want to facilitate farmers’ success,” he said. “Technology is
helping Agren put the right conservation practices in place
to maximize environmental benefits.” n
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country elevator may not look like a multimilliondollar facility, but don’t be fooled. Those grain bins
and “skyscrapers of the prairie” can hold millions of dollars’
worth of grain destined for markets across the country and
around the world.
It’s vital to protect this valuable commodity from
moisture, hot spots and mold that can spoil the grain
and slash profits. HOWGAN SCC offers sophisticated
computer technology to get the job done.
“A lot of people don’t understand how high-tech agriculture
is today,” said Scott Haugan, president of Marshalltownbased HOWGAN SCC. “When Mid-Iowa Cooperative ﬁlled
their new Midway location near Toledo with grain last fall,
that crop was worth $27 million. That’s why they invested
in automated systems that let them monitor and optimize
grain quality from their computers.”
These high-tech systems deﬁne Mid-Iowa’s new 36-acre, $18
million Midway operation, which attracted national media
attention in the agriculture community when it opened in
the fall of 2012. With 3.3 million bushels of grain storage
capacity, Midway’s east-central Iowa location integrates
some of the most powerful grain management solutions
available, including:
Advanced Grain Management™. Developed by OPI/
Integris, this system features fully automated technology
that monitors temperature, moisture and insect activity
within the grain bins, controls aeration within the bins and
operates system status alarms that notify Mid-Iowa staﬀ
if there’s a problem. The Advanced Grain Management
technology can reduce aeration fan run time by up to 80
percent, which cuts grain drying costs and controls costly
grain shrinkage that can result from too much aeration and
excessive drying.

Energy Corp. in 2012, thanks to the grain-monitoring
systems at the Midway location.
Advanced Automation and Security Integration™. This
technology, which has also been developed by HOWGAN
SCC, utilizes variable-frequency drives and moisture sensors
for automatic grain blending. This can cut motor energy
costs by up to 75 percent while reducing the wear and tear
on equipment.
All these high-tech systems work together as if they
were a virtual employee guided by Dennis Hines, MidIowa’s operations manager. “We’re raising the bar
on the management of our grain facilities,” said Mark
Kistenmacher, Mid-Iowa’s CEO, who added that the
automated systems are setting new standards for energy
eﬃciency and environmental protection.
Doug Atkinson, the senior product application engineer
with Schneider Electric (parent company of Square D
electrical equipment manufacturer) from O’Fallon, Mo.,
is impressed by the Midway location’s grain protection
systems from HOWGAN SCC. “I frequently visit grain
operations of every size and scope, and Midway is deﬁnitely
the most advanced grain handling facility I’ve seen, from
a process management perspective, as well as an energy
management and conservation perspective,” he said. “This
should be considered a model for grain handling systems
throughout the country.”

“WE’RE RAISING THE BAR ON
THE MANAGEMENT OF OUR
GRAIN FACILITIES.”
Mark Kistenmacher

Advanced Power Management™. This self-monitoring
system developed by HOWGAN SCC tracks all aspects of
energy consumption and helps manage overall energy costs
by reducing peak loads. Features include a projected threeday drying cost based on weather forecasts; text messages
notifying the operator when the dryer needs to be cleaned;
and a 50 percent reduction of aeration power usage, which
allows the dryer to be started without creating new peak
demand for the utility. Saving energy is an eco-friendly
solution with bottom-line results, Haugan said. In this case,
Mid-Iowa received $376,000 in energy rebates from Alliant

CEO, Mid-Iowa

Early adopters like Mid-Iowa discover how quickly
HOWGAN’s advanced grain management systems can
generate a return on investment (ROI). “The payback can be
as fast as 12 to 18 months,” said Haugan, whose company
serves clients in Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois and Nebraska.
To help clients learn how to use its advanced technology
solutions, HOWGAN developed HOW2TechU, an innovative
training division of HOWGAN SCC in Marshalltown, which
can also provide on-site training at its clients’ locations.
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Haugan doesn’t plan on stopping there. He foresees both a
mobile training center as well as a virtual reality facility that
could teach all technologies, not just grain and the hazards
associated with its storage.

HOWGAN is tHe replAcemeNt fOr HOpe
Providing solutions to conserve energy and maximize
companies’ ROI has long been a focus of HOWGAN, which
Haugan founded in Marshalltown in 1987.
“I started the company on April 1, thinking that if it didn’t
work, I could say I was just fooling,” said Haugan, who
started as an electrical contractor specializing in grain
storage facilities and industrial work.
As the business grew, HOWGAN SCC expanded into new
areas, including a security division. The business also
evolved from a one-man enterprise to a company that now
employs 22 people, including electricians and specialists
who have earned National Institute for Certification in
Engineering Technologies (NICET) designations.
Haugan knows there’s room for growth. Out of the top
20 agricultural cooperatives in Iowa, which operate
approximately 430 locations across the state, HOWGAN has
grain management systems in 12 percent of the facilities.
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As farms grow larger, more farmers are also investing in
HOWGAN SCC’s automated grain management systems.
“Farmers use lots of modern technologies to grow their
crop, from drought- and insect-resistant corn hybrids
to powerful GPS equipment, but then they store their
grain in the bin and add hope,” Haugan said. “We are the
replacement for hope.”

GiviNG bAck tO tHe cOmmuNity
“Energy flows where attention goes,” said Haugan,
who promotes lifelong learning. “We are directly
proportional tomorrow to the people we associate
with and the books we read today, and I want to help
improve people’s lives.”
Haugan and his team are also developing a partnership with
a local community college and Iowa grain industry leaders
to develop a new course curriculum that will help students
learn more about the grain industry and become certified
to work within that field.
“Iowa’s economy is strong because of agriculture, and
I want to give something back,” Haugan said. “Our
thoughts create our reality, and it’s important to inspire
new thoughts that help people—and Iowa’s economy—
grow.” n

IT

Made
Easy

Infrastructure Technology Solutions Fills a Niche
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t first Joel Althoff was sure the telephone call was a hoax.
When he was finally convinced that the White House
had indeed invited him to spend an August morning with the
president of the United States, he seized the opportunity.
“I’ve always believed that small business is the backbone
of America,” said Althoff, president of Infrastructure
Technology Solutions LLC (ITS), who was one of only five
Iowans selected to visit with President Barack Obama
during his trip to eastern Iowa in 2011 to discuss issues
facing rural small business owners.
Since Monticello-based ITS was founded in 2007, the
company has become a leading provider of data center and
data protection solutions. In 2009, ITS received the Iowa
Area Development Group’s Iowa Venture Award for the
company’s contributions to expanding the state’s economy.
This caught the attention of White House staffers searching
for ideal candidates to meet with the president.
“By providing many IT solutions, we enable businesses to
grow without the need to add a lot of infrastructure,” Althoff
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said. “Companies rely on us to become their IT department
or supplement their existing IT department.”

Iowa provides a prime location
for growth
ITS embodies Iowa entrepreneurship, from providing
a state-of-the-art data center to cloud-based wireless
systems. Clients range from large firms that need
sophisticated computer technology to mom-and-pop
businesses that want to lease server space.
“Our solutions are scalable, and you can find options for
as little as a few hundred dollars a month,” said Jason
Marshall, an ITS account manager.
Though Facebook Inc. made national headlines in 2013 when
it announced plans to build a massive data center in Altoona,
Iowa, ITS already knew that its home state offers one of the
most secure data center locations in North America.
“Iowa doesn’t have major natural disasters like hurricanes

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY ITS

or earthquakes,” said Marshall, who noted that ITS
operates a modern 3,000-square-foot data center
in Monticello. “Iowa also has a reliable, relatively
inexpensive power supply, and we don’t have brownouts
like the East Coast.”
The company gained a number of new clients following
the 2008 ﬂood that damaged downtown Cedar Rapids,
Marshall added. “Some of these companies’ servers
were housed too close to the river and were lost, while
other companies’ backup tapes were destroyed,” he
said. “We became their IT department.”
ITS provides an array of oﬀ-site backup and business
continuity solutions for clients across Iowa and
beyond, including schools, businesses, nonproﬁt
organizations and cities. These resources are provided
for a set monthly fee, which helps keep the service
aﬀordable. Ongoing support also provides peace of
mind, Marshall said.
“Lots of clients and prospects tell us they’ve bought
servers but never hear from those suppliers again,” he
said. “They aren’t even sure if they bought the right
system for their needs. Anyone can sell you hardware,
but service is the key.”

SOFT SKILLS ENHANCE TECHNOLOGY
Although trained IT professionals are critical to reach
this goal, so are people with excellent customer service

“I’VE ALWAYS
BELIEVED THAT
SMALL BUSINESS IS
THE BACKBONE OF
AMERICA.”
Joel Althoﬀ
president, ITS

skills. “We can teach technology, but we also need
people who are reliable, friendly and want to help solve
clients’ challenges,” Althoﬀ said. “People with the ‘soft
skills’ are very important to our diversiﬁed team.”
Some of these team members include former
educators, said Marshall, who noted that ITS has
grown from three employees to 10. These specialists
help ITS serve the schools that account for 60 percent
of the company’s business, said Marshall, who
previously worked as a K-12 IT management specialist
in a school district.
As ITS expands its operations and prepares to open
an oﬃce in Ankeny, the company remains focused on
sustained growth, Althoﬀ said. “Iowa has been a great
place for us to start a business, and we want to be here
for the long haul,” he said. n
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STEM prepares the next
generation for success
“Educate to innovate” is the driving force behind
STEM (science, technology, engineering and
mathematics) programs, which are energizing
Iowa’s workforce.
“STEM offers a key way to grow Iowa’s economy
through innovation,” said Iowa Gov. Terry
Branstad. “Iowa’s economic future depends on
a steady supply of STEM talent for careers in
advanced manufacturing, information technology
and ag/bioscience.”
Invest in Iowa. In May 2013, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) awarded a three-year, $1.2
million grant to ramp up educational initiatives
supported by the Iowa Governor’s STEM
Advisory Council, which was formed in 2011. The
council, which includes leaders from advanced
manufacturing, agribusiness, biotechnology,
energy, engineering, health care, information
technology, the state Legislature, education and
state agencies, makes recommendations to better
position Iowa’s young people and the state’s
economy for the future. “The need for quality
STEM education is so great in this country, and I
view Iowa as a pioneering state in advancing these
important life and career skills,” Branstad said.
Create new opportunities. In April 2013,
DuPont provided a $400,000 grant to Iowa State
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University (ISU) for its Science Bound program
that encourages youths in the state’s urban areas
to consider careers in agriculture and science.
The grant will help the Science Bound program
to increase the number of ethnically diverse Iowa
students pursuing careers in agriculture, science,
technology, mathematics and engineering. The
grant is expected to help more than 500 Iowa
students during the next five years. “Building
tomorrow’s leaders in science, food and agriculture
must begin today,” said Paul Schickler, president
of DuPont Pioneer. “We are proud to support
the Science Bound program as they develop the
students who have the imagination, creative
thinking and enthusiasm needed to advance food
security around the world.”
Inspire the next generation. In December 2011,
Deere & Co. launched its own STEM initiative, John
Deere Inspire, to help support a STEM-anchored
workforce going forward. “Approximately 40
percent of our global salaried employees work in
STEM-related jobs supporting innovation—one
of John Deere’s core values,” said Ken Golden, a
Deere spokesman. “At our U.S. Midwest units,
John Deere Inspire is designed to engage the next
generation of innovators through hands-on, realworld experiences that encourage more of them to
pursue a STEM education.”

STEM

101
Dowling’s Educational
Programs Demystify
Technology, Engineering

I

t’s one thing to take the complex and make it clear. It’s
even more important to make it meaningful. That’s
why Dowling Catholic High School in West Des Moines
has made STEM (science, technology, engineering and
mathematics) education a priority for the past five years.
“Our students are preparing for occupations that have not
been invented yet,” said Jerry Deegan, Dowling’s president.
“In their lifetime, they will most likely change occupations,
or their occupation will change while they are in it. STEM
education is not only about skills, but the ability to think
critically, be innovative and be a lifelong learner.”
As technology continues to evolve rapidly, Dowling has
developed many new STEM-focused classes and unique
programs to serve students more effectively. “We want
to take the mystery out of technology and engineering,”
said Dan Malloy, a counselor at Dowling. “We also want
to encourage our kids to consider new opportunities and
accept new challenges.”

Dowling’s STEM courses and activities
“Project Lead the Way” engineering classes. Dowling
boasts one of the largest engineering programs in Iowa
at the high school level. More than 252 students in ninth
through 12th grade are enrolled in this four-year sequence
of classes, which includes Principles of Engineering and
Introduction to Engineering Design. Students can also
specialize in civil engineering, architectural engineering
and aerospace engineering.
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Girls Discover Engineering Summer Camp. In 2012,
Dowling oﬀered its inaugural Girls Discover Engineering
summer camp for girls entering eighth grade in the fall.
“Research tells us that girls are underrepresented when
it comes to the ﬁeld of engineering, not only in Iowa but
nationally,” Malloy said. “We do know that there is no one
type of person who becomes an engineer, and there are
misconceptions that individuals must excel in math and
science—that’s a myth.” Dowling targets its three-day
summer camp to girls who are creative, curious, persistent
and enjoy solving problems and collaborating with others
in a group setting. In 2012, more than 100 girls from across
the Des Moines metro area worked with robotics, tried their
hand at computer-aided drafting, listened to guest speakers
and learned about engineering careers. For the 2013
summer camp, Dowling planned a ﬁeld trip to Des Moines
Area Community College and a visit to a construction site to
oﬀer a unique view into the world of engineering.

creativity and values,” Deegan said. “We want to reach out to
young students and encourage lifelong learning.”
HyperStream. Dowling instructors partner with the
Technology Association of Iowa’s Educational Foundation
to oﬀer HyperStream, which raises students’ awareness
of the many exciting technology career opportunities
available in Iowa today. The program provides real-world,
hands-on learning experiences guided by experienced
technology mentors from companies in the local community.
Recognized as one of Iowa’s top STEM programs by the Iowa
Governor’s STEM Advisory Council, HyperStream provides
four educational tracks: robotics, game design, cybersecurity
and multimedia, which can include mobile app development,
website design, online video, social media and more.
“We’re always looking for ways to give our students more
experience with technology, and HyperStream’s consultants
are a great resource,” Malloy said.

BRANCHING OUT BEYOND STEM

“OUR STUDENTS ARE
PREPARING FOR OCCUPATIONS
THAT HAVE NOT BEEN
INVENTED YET.”
Jerry Deegan
president, Dowling Catholic High School

After-school learning opportunities. Starting in the spring
of 2013, Dowling began hosting a computer programming
club each Thursday afternoon for students of any age. The
club follows the Codecademy curriculum, which oﬀers an
easy, interactive way to code. This after-school club enhances
the school’s technology department, which oﬀers courses
like Introduction to Technology, Digital Animation and Virtual
Reality. Dowling is also considering ways to oﬀer a computer
programming summer camp for elementary school students.
“The strength of learning lies in promoting curiosity,
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By focusing students’ energy and enthusiasm through
these STEM opportunities, Dowling is helping prepare
students for a world where STEM requirements and
opportunities are many, Deegan said. The beneﬁts don’t
stop there, however.
“While emphasizing STEM, we have continued to support
students’ involvement in the arts and activities across the
board,” Deegan said. “As our STEM enrollment has grown,
so has our enrollment in the arts and other areas. This
combination has really enriched our students’ learning
experience.”
This also supports Dowling’s goal to prepare Christcentered leaders equipped with the values and skills
required to thrive and contribute to an ever-advancing
global community, Deegan said. “By focusing on faith, core
and STEM, we are striving to prepare our students well for
their next steps after graduation and beyond,” he said. n
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LEARNING
TO LEAD
FFA REMAINS ROOTED IN STEM

T

hough there’s a nationwide push to promote STEM
(science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
learning opportunities in the classroom, this curriculum has
been an integral part of agricultural education in Iowa for
nearly a century.
“STEM is not a ﬂavor of the week—it’s a way of life for
ag education,” said Josh Remington, executive director
of the Iowa FFA Foundation, which supports agricultural
education organizations across the state.
More than 13,400 Iowa FFA members beneﬁt from a
variety of STEM programs, including classroom studies and
supervised agriculture experiences, where students can
operate an agricultural business, plan and conduct scientiﬁc
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experiments, or pursue an ag-based job or internship.
These hands-on, inquiry-based learning opportunities
aren’t limited to farm kids and rural students. Some of
Iowa’s strongest FFA programs are in metro areas. The Des
Moines FFA chapter, for example, oﬀers its own teaching
and learning facility, including a large greenhouse and
livestock barn, on the South Side of Des Moines.
The STEM training oﬀered through FFA prepares students
for a wide range of careers in food science, veterinary
medicine, horticulture, turf management, genetics, seed sales,
agronomy, animal science, ecology, ag mechanics and more.
“FFA has a proven track record of success, and we’re focused on
investing in the next generation of leaders,” Remington said.

EXCELLENCE ATTRACTS OPPORTUNITIES
To support this goal, the $13 million FFA Enrichment Center
in Ankeny that opened in 2010 provides hands-on learning
activities that prepare students for career success.
Located near Ankeny’s new Prairie Trail community on the
campus of Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC),
the 60,000-square-foot FFA Enrichment Center features six
breakout rooms, a biotechnology laboratory, a state-of-the
art communications center, computer labs and a spacious
exhibition hall that can accommodate trade shows.
“This facility is a national treasure that is allowing Iowa and
the FFA to lead out loud,” said Rob Denson, an Iowa native
and former FFA chapter president who serves as president
and CEO of DMACC. “It also allows DMACC to help
students get a better education, go on to higher education
or return to the farm and continue to do well.”
The FFA Enrichment Center hosts a number of training
opportunities for students and ag instructors throughout the
year. It oﬀers an Iowa twist on the National FFA Organization’s
popular 212/360 leadership program, which helps students
gain new leadership skills while gaining a global perspective
on agriculture. “Technical skills alone do not guarantee career
success,” Remington said. “That’s why FFA emphasizes
premier leadership training and personal growth.”

“ANYONE WHO SUPPORTS
AG EDUCATION AND FFA
SUPPORTS THE FUTURE.”
Josh Remington
executive director, Iowa FFA Foundation

Education. Described as the most powerful tool available
for the advancement of agricultural education, CASE
has been designed by some of the best ag instructors in
America to teach STEM concepts, including plant biology,
animal science and biotechnology, while incorporating
science, mathematics and English language skills.
“CASE is to ag education what coal was to the Industrial
Revolution,” said Remington, a former Linn-Marr Iowa FFA
member. “With CASE, we’re not just talking about where
the future of ag education needs to be. We are contributing
to the solution by teaching the teachers about new
methods for delivering ag education.”
Leaders of the Iowa Governor’s STEM Advisory Council
believe CASE is worthy of scale-up. “This is a stellar
program,” said Jeﬀ Ward, the council’s executive director.
“CASE integrates STEM into the curriculum and helps
prepare students for STEM careers.”

FFA pushes students out of their comfort zone in a
nurturing way to help them reach further and build their
conﬁdence, Remington noted. Regional, state and national
FFA competitions, for example, encourage students to
showcase their parliamentary procedure knowledge
through team events, improve their public speaking skills,
test their knowledge of agriculture, demonstrate their ag
sales skills and more.

CASE also reﬂects the fact that ag education never settles
for the bare minimum, added Remington, who noted that
innovation, excellence and opportunity deﬁne modern
agriculture in the workplace, as well as the classroom.
Although there are more than 570,000 FFA members
nationwide, forecasters predict there still will not be
enough students in agriculture to ﬁll all the open career
positions in agriculture in the next decade, Remington said.

These opportunities also allow students to develop their
talents and discover the beneﬁts of being part of something
bigger than themselves.

Many of these jobs will be located in Iowa, which will
give students the chance to pursue a rewarding career in
the Midwest while contributing to Iowa’s economy and
meeting global demands for sustainable food, fuel and
ﬁber production.

“The world is projected to reach more than 9 billion people
by 2050, and the people who will feed this population
are today’s middle school and high school ag students,”
Remington said. “As we continue to look for ways to stay
ahead of the curve and prepare students for the future, the
FFA Enrichment Center is more relevant than ever.”

“This is an incredible time to be involved in agriculture,”
Remington said. “Anyone who supports ag education and
FFA supports the future.” n

FFA MAKES A CASE FOR STEM EDUCATION
In addition, the FFA Enrichment Center is one of two
institutions in the nation (along with Rutgers University)
that has piloted the Curriculum for Ag Science Education
(CASE) from the National Council for Agricultural
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BRIDGING
THE GAP

R

emember the days when nearly every high school oﬀered
shop classes and industrial training? As those programs
have declined or disappeared during the past 20 to 30 years,
fewer students are learning the skills needed to succeed in
advanced manufacturing jobs. That doesn’t mean, though,
that there’s no demand for these skills.
“Advanced manufacturing jobs are available in Iowa,
and they can provide exciting careers with advancement
opportunities,” said Kim Didier, executive director of Des
Moines Area Community College’s (DMACC) Business
Resources, which provides businesses with employee
training, consulting services and funding options.
Unfortunately, the advantages of advanced manufacturing
careers have often been a well-kept secret, due to
misconceptions about the industry, Didier noted. “For
years, it has been reported that all the good manufacturing
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jobs are being outsourced, but that’s just not the case,” she
said. “Also, while people say their No. 1 choice for economic
development in Iowa is advanced manufacturing, they
don’t encourage students to pursue these jobs.”
In response to a documented shortage of skilled
employees in Iowa’s advanced manufacturing sector,
15 Iowa community colleges, including DMACC, have
formed the Iowa-Advanced Manufacturing (I-AM)
consortium to provide Iowans with the skills they need to
succeed in the workforce.
These skills include a solid STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) education. “Many jobs in
advanced manufacturing require employees to understand
how machines and technology work, from basic electricity
to hydraulics to motors,” Didier said. “Through I-AM, we
are working to build the capacity for this type of training.”

FILLING THE PIPELINE

said Roger Hargens, Accumold’s president and CEO.

A solid STEM education doesn’t always have to be achieved
through a four-year degree, added Stephanie Ferraro,
project manager of I-AM. Community colleges are uniquely
positioned to build a steady pipeline of skilled workers for
Iowa’s advanced manufacturing occupations. These careers
can including welding, tool and die making, industrial
automation, CNC (computer numerical controlled) machine
operation, drafting and engineering.

The scholarship program is making a positive diﬀerence, said
Didier, as more than 40 percent of Accumold’s tool-and-die
employees have been trained through this opportunity.

“In northeast Iowa, for example, the average wage for an
industrial engineering tech with a two-year degree is $24
an hour,” said Ferraro, explaining that engineering techs
support licensed engineers, similar to the way paralegals
work with attorneys. “For every engineer, there are about
ﬁve engineering techs to support him or her.”

“TO BE AN INNOVATION
LEADER, WE NEED TO TAP THE
CREATIVITY, INGENUITY AND
WORK ETHIC THAT REPRESENTS
THE BEST OF IOWA.”
Roger Hargens
president & CEO, Accumold

Welding can also provide a good career, Didier said. “Within
three years of employment, we’ve had graduates from our
welding programs earning up to $50,000 a year,” she said.
“We’ve also had students with four-year degrees enroll in
community college to train for careers like welding, because
it’s more lucrative than the jobs these people were getting
with their four-year degree.”

Other leading companies, like Vermeer Corp. in Pella, which
manufactures agricultural and construction equipment, are
following suit. In 2012, Vermeer created the Vermeer Skills
Scholars Program to develop expert workers in industrial
maintenance and CNC machining through DMACC’s
Advanced Manufacturing Center in Ankeny and Indian Hills
Community College in Ottumwa.

LEARNING AND EARNING

Scholarships awarded through the Vermeer Skills Scholars
Program cover tuition and books for technical training (valued
at $8,000 to $13,500, depending on the curriculum), and
provide part-time work at Vermeer while the student earns
his or her degree. Successful completion of either program
qualiﬁes each graduate for a full-time position with Vermeer.

Through I-AM, Iowa’s community colleges are pursuing
new ways to identify and meet employers’ short-term
and long-term business needs. A growing number of the
state’s advanced manufacturing companies are working
with DMACC, for example, to support learn-and-earn
opportunities for students.
Ankeny-based Accumold, a leading manufacturer of highquality micro-molded plastic components for customers
worldwide, oﬀers the Accumold Scholars Program to
help train the company’s future workforce while raising
awareness of DMACC’s tool and die, electronics, robotics
and automation programs.
Multiple scholarships are awarded each year. Accumold
pays 100 percent of the recipients’ tuition and provides onthe-job training while the students complete their degree
at DMACC. Each Accumold scholarship covers the technical
credits required for the DMACC machinist diploma (ﬁrst
year) and the die making diploma (second year). The value
of the award is estimated at more than $9,500. The company
also oﬀers scholarship winners the option of full-time
employment with Accumold after graduation.
Attracting and retaining skilled employees is vital to
Accumold, which is focused on long-term, sustainable growth.
“To be an innovation leader, we need to tap the creativity,
ingenuity and work ethic that represents the best of Iowa,”

CHARTING CAREER PATHWAYS
To encourage more students to pursue careers in advanced
manufacturing, it’s important to provide career pathways so
students have a clear vision of available jobs, the education
required for these jobs and the pay scale, Ferraro said. DMACC
is hiring a career pathway navigator to meet this need and
facilitate connections between students, instructors and
community colleges.
DMACC is also developing new ways to support STEM
education in Iowa’s high schools. The school has partnered
with Drake University in Des Moines to oﬀer a certiﬁcate in
STEM education for high school teachers. This certiﬁcate is
also open to DMACC students who may want to transfer to
Drake to earn a four-year degree.
Didier is excited about the possibilities. “We want to
provide long-term solutions that promote STEM education,
help employers create and retain high-quality jobs in Iowa
and train people with great technical skills and specialized
certiﬁcations that allow them to earn a good living and
support their families,” she said. n
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Iowa currently has the highest number of jobs in manufacturing in the Midwest,
according to a recent Iowa Workforce and Economic Development Status Report.
There’s also room for growth. The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that jobs in
industrial maintenance alone will grow 19 percent from 2010 to 2020.

STEM the tide

HYPERSTREAM IGNITES STUDENTS’ INTEREST IN TECH CAREERS

N

o matter how you crunch the numbers, the supply of
Iowa technology workers continues to fall below the
demand. To help reverse this trend, an innovative
program called HyperStream is creating partnerships
between business and education to better prepare students
for tech careers in Iowa.
“This is not a career-day presentation, but a long-term
program where ambassadors from local companies work with
students and educators on an ongoing basis,” said Tamara
Kenworthy, program director for HyperStream. “This high-
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energy program gets students excited about STEM (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics) and oﬀers an
important way to help keep Iowa competitive.”
Created by the Technology Association of Iowa (TAI)
Educational Foundation, HyperStream is a free program
designed to raise sixth- through 12th-grade students’
awareness of the many exciting career opportunities
related to technology. The program provides action-packed
learning experiences guided by experienced technology
mentors from the area.

“There are a lot of misperceptions about technology,”
Kenworthy said. “We want to show students that technology
isn’t just for boys, it’s not just about computer programming,
not all tech jobs are being outsourced, you don’t have to be
super-smart to have a tech career, and tech jobs aren’t boring.”

built a smartphone app on a Twitter platform to create a
one-way text messaging system. They were guided by their
mentors from Deere & Co.’s Intelligent Solutions Group (ISG)
in Urbandale, who work with the advanced technology on
Deere’s farm equipment and construction machinery.

Following a successful pilot program in the Waukee
Community School District in 2007, HyperStream was
launched statewide in September 2008. Mentors from
many of Iowa’s leading companies work one-on-one with
students to help them gain real-world experience through
fun, hands-on tech projects.

With nearly 1,500 users, the app has proved to be an
eﬀective way for Superintendent Dave Wilkerson, Waukee
teachers and others to share school announcements. The
lessons learned through HyperStream extend far beyond
the school, however. “Literally every job that exists today
requires the use of or access to technology,” said Wilkerson,
who is a strong supporter of HyperStream. “Helping
students understand the impact of technology on their
future and the workforce they will be entering is critical in
preparing them for life beyond high school.”

“It’s very important to get students involved in technology,”
said Art Senn, a HyperStream mentor and an information
technology security analyst with Hy-Vee Inc. “We need to
spark their imaginations early so they can gain the knowledge
that will lead them to become our future technology leaders,
or even the next Steve Jobs or Bill Gates. If we want Iowa and
the United States to keep our position in the world economy,
we need companies like Hy-Vee to pick up the torch and pass it
on to the next generation of students.”

STUDENTS CREATE REAL-WORLD SOLUTIONS
Once a business signs up as a HyperStream Ambassador
company, TAI provides the training, tools and direction
needed to eﬀectively partner with local school districts.
HyperStream, which can be oﬀered as an after-school club
or integrated into the school curriculum, is also available to
4-H clubs and other youth groups.
HyperStream currently boasts 66 clubs—many of which
meet weekly—and reaches more than 600 Iowa students.
Nearly 140 mentors from approximately 60 companies
across Iowa support these clubs and often meet with the
students once or twice a month. “Our goal is to provide
HyperStream in 100 Iowa communities by 2014, and we’re
well on our way,” said Kenworthy, who noted that there’s no
charge for schools to oﬀer HyperStream to their students.
Recognized as one of Iowa’s top STEM programs by the Iowa
Governor’s STEM Advisory Council, HyperStream provides
four educational tracks: robotics, game design, cybersecurity
and multimedia, which can include mobile app development,
website design, online video, social media and more.
At Waukee High School, HyperStream participants
harnessed the power of technology to solve a real-world
challenge close to home. Students weren’t paying attention
to school announcements, so HyperStream participants

“NOT ALL TECH JOBS ARE BEING
OUTSOURCED, YOU DON’T
HAVE TO BE SUPER-SMART
TO HAVE A TECH CAREER, AND
TECH JOBS AREN’T BORING.”
Tamara Kenworthy
program director, HyperStream

This support from school administrators and teachers
is vital to HyperStream’s success. “We require ‘teacher
champions’ to help lead each club and work closely with
the technology professionals from local companies who
mentor the students,” Kenworthy said.
Michelle Hill, a computer science teacher at Waukee
High School, appreciates the opportunity to be involved.
“Partnering with technology professionals is a fantastic
way for students to gain experience with real-world
applications,” she said. “Seeing students’ eﬀorts put into
action is rewarding, and it creates a learning opportunity
they wouldn’t get to experience otherwise.”

TEENS CREATE TECH HUBS
Not only is HyperStream available to every student,
regardless of skill level, but it also allows students to pursue
their interests and passions via technology. “The clubs are
inclusive and oﬀer everyone—including at-risk kids—an
opportunity to excel,” Kenworthy said.
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HyperStream encourages sixth- through eighth-grade
students to work with Lego robotics and participate in team
challenges. With the help of their technology mentors, the
students design, program and build a robot. They also prepare
a research presentation related to the theme of the challenge
and have the opportunity to participate in competitions.
Students in HyperStream clubs can also participate in freeform projects that help their schools or organizations better
utilize technology. While Waukee students developed a
smartphone app, members of Dallas Center-Grimes High
School’s “Hyper Hub Club” worked with business leaders
from Principal Financial Group Inc. to create a website that
live-streams school events, from wrestling meets to band
and vocal concerts.
“We couldn’t have created our new website without our
mentors at Principal Financial Group,” said Logan Cornwell,
a senior at Dallas Center-Grimes High School. “It was really
fun to watch our progress day to day on the site, which
is now the homepage for all the computers in the Dallas
Center-Grimes school district.”
The successful project prompted Cornwell to re-evaluate
his plans after graduation. “HyperStream has been an
awesome experience for me,” he said. “I now plan to major
in the tech ﬁeld and would like to be a website developer.”
HyperStream is valuable for both the students and the
companies that participate, said Matt McDonald, a
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recruitment consultant with Principal. “Students involved
in HyperStream are the future technology workforce of this
state,” he said. “Based on my experience as a mentor with
this program, I have to say that the future looks very bright.”

VIRTUAL MENTORING CREATES NEW
CONNECTIONS
To extend HyperStream’s reach, project leaders are
developing a virtual mentoring program to serve more
students statewide, including those in rural areas. The online
system will incorporate live webcasts, Skype chats, email
forums and an online archive of subject matter presentations.
Inspiring the next generation of Iowa innovators is exciting,
Kenworthy said: “Technology careers oﬀer a world of
opportunity, and we want HyperStream to help many more
students discover their potential.”
She cites success stories like Danielle Roth, who
participated in HyperStream during eighth grade at Stilwell
Junior High School in West Des Moines. Roth credits
HyperStream with helping her make new friends and
opening her eyes to technology’s possibilities.
“We get to do more things than we could do otherwise,
like programming a stair-climbing robot and creating a
new website for the students at our school,” Roth said.
“HyperStream has helped me realized that the technology
ﬁeld is the right one for me.” n
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